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ABSTRACT 

Workers exposure to ultrasonic sound was evaluated using Type I and Type 2 

personal noise dosimeters and real-time analyzers (RTA). There was no statistically 

significant difference between employee exposures measured using Type I versus Type 2 

dosimeters. Several exposures were above the OSHA Hearing Conservation and the 

ACGIH TLV criteria, but none were above the OSHA Engineering criteria. Numerous 

one-third octave band ultrasonic frequency measurements recorded by the RTA exceeded 

the ACGIH ceiling criteria for ultrasonic sound. 
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Chapter I: Statement of the Problem 

Noise is an area of concern in the occupational setting and has been for centuries 

(National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health, 1998; SataloffR. and Sataloff, J., 2006, 

p.I). Written regulations of noise exposure in the United States began in 1948 with the U.S. Air 

Force Regulation (AFR) 160-3, "Precautionary Measures Against Noise Hazards" (Paul, K. 

2006). In 1969 the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) 

established initial threshold limit value (TLV) recommendations for occupational noise exposure 

(ACGIH, 2(06). 

In 1970, the federal government wrote the Occupational Safety and Health Act, Public 

Law 91-596, in order to provide safe and healthful work conditions for United States employees 

(Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, 1970). Section 7 of the Act established the 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) to aid in developing appropriate 

recommendations for occupational hazards. NIOSH (1972) published "A Recommendation for 

Occupational Exposure to Noise" that focused on the prevention of hearing loss. The 

Occupational Noise Exposure Standard 29 CFR 1910.95 lists the permissible exposure limit 

(PEL) for general industry noise as 90 dBA based on an 8 hour time-weighted average (TWA) 

(Department of Labor, 1971). OSHA amended the noise standard (1983) to include a hearing 

conservation program for employees exposed above an average of 85 dBA for 8 hours 

(Department of Labor, 1983). OSHA's Technical Manual addresses a type of noise known as 

airborne ultrasonic noise (U.S. DOL, 2(08). Ultrasonic noise sometimes is inaudible to the 

human ear due to its high frequency, yet is capable of producing hearing loss and other adverse 

health effects (Berger, 1996; Crabtree & Behar, 2000; Fulmer, M., 2001; Hanson, C., 2001; 

Howard, C., Hansen, C.H., Zander, A.C., 2005; Lawton, B.W., 2001; McLaughlin, D., 2001; 
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NIOSH, 1998; Pawlaczyk-Luszczynska, M., Dudarewicz, A., Sliwinska-Kowalska, M.,2007; 

U.S. DOL, 2008; Wierniki, C. & Karoly, W., 1985). 

1.1 Statement ofthe Problem 

Ultrasonic noise emitted from ultrasonic welders used at Company XYZ causes noise 

exposure to the operators of the welders. This study sought to evaluate systems for measuring 

high-frequency noise and associated subharrnonics experienced by the welders. 

1.2 Purpose ofthe Study 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of Type 1 and Type 2 noise 

dosimeters for monitoring employee exposure to ultrasound emitted from ultrasonic welders. 

1.3 Objectives ofthe Study 

The objectives of this study were to: 

•	 Detennine the range of sound-pressure level exposures experienced by workers using 

ultrasonic equipment as measured by Type 1 and Type 2 noise dosimeters. 

•	 Compare the sound-pressure level measurements from the Type 1 and Type 2 noise 

dosimeters to current OSHA regulations and ACGrn guidelines. 

•	 Assess different types of instruments for evaluating ultrasonic noise. 

•	 Investigate the association between the ultrasonic sound intensity and the type of 

components being welded. 

•	 Discuss the applicability of using the proposed sampling method in other industrial 

settings exposed to ultrasound. 
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1.4 Background and Significance 

This study is significant for the following reasons: 

•	 It provided infonnation on employee noise exposure during the use of ultrasonic 

welders. This infonnation helped to detennine if operators were being overexposed to 

noise based on the OSHA PELs and ACGIH TLVs. 

•	 It explored the use of different measuring techniques that would be most effective in 

the detection of ultrasound. This will allow other companies to use proper sampling 

protocols to detennine employee exposure to ultrasound. 

1.5 Limitations ofthe Study 

The limitations of the study are as follows: 

•	 The measurement of ultrasonic noise was not evaluated for all possible types of 

joining components. Exposures may vary with the size and shape of the materials 

being welded together. 

•	 The research conducted measured ultrasonic noise exposure due to ultrasonic welding 

at 20 kHz at one facility. Differences due to the facility layout and ultrasonic noise 

sources were not evaluated. 

1.6 Definition of Terms 

Exchange rate. An increase of decibels that requires the halving of exposure time or a 

decrease of decibels that requires the doubling of exposure time (NIOSH, 1998). 

Hazardous noise. Noise loud enough to harm hearing (U.S. Department of Defense, 

2007). 

Impulsive noise. Noise characterized by a sharp rise and rapid decay in sound levels and 

is less than 1 sec. in duration (NIOSH. 1998). 
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LAVG. Average sound level measured over the run time for dosimeter measurements 

compiled using the 5 dB exchange rate algorithm (Quest Technologies Inc., 2(05) 

Leq. Average sound level measured over the run time for dosimeter measurements 

compiled using the 3 dB exchange rate algorithm (Quest Technologies Inc., 2(05). 

Noise. Unwanted sound which may be hazardous to health, interferes with 

communication, or is disturbing (Hirschom, M. 1989). 

Noise-induced permanent threshold shift. Permanent loss in hearing sensitivity due to the 

destruction of sensory cells in the inner ear. For purposes of this document, it refers noise

induced hearing loss (U.S. DOL, 2(08). 

Noise-induced temporary threshold shift. Temporary loss in hearing sensitivity (U.S. 

DOL,2(08). 

Noise injuries. Loss of hearing either permanent or temporary. 

Occupational diseases. Work-related health conditions. 

Octave band analyzer. Sound level meter that divides noise into its frequency 

components to detennine the frequency (ies) at which the noise level is hazardous (OSHA, 

2(07). 

Personal noise dosimeter. A device that is worn by the employee during the workshift or 

sampling period used for measuring sound levels to detennine personal noise dose. Dosimeters 

must meet ANSI S 1.25-1991 requirements (U.S. DOL, 2(08). 

Sound level meter. General instrument used to detennine noise levels that can be used to 

spot-check noise dosimeter performance, detennine an employee's noise dose, identify and 

evaluate individual noise sources for abatement purposes, aid in detennining feasibility for 

engineering controls, or evaluate hearing protection (U.S. DOL, 2(08). 
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Sound- pressure level. Measurement of air vibrations that make up sound referenced to a 

standard pressure corresponding to the threshold of hearing at 1,000 Hz (WHO, 1999). 

Threshold limit value. Refers to the airborne concentration of chemical substances and 

represent conditions under which it is believed that nearly all workers may be repeatedly 

exposed, day after day, over a working lifetime, without adverse health effects (American 

Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 2OOS). 

1.7 Summary 

OSHA has developed regulatory pennissible exposure limits and the ACGrn has 

developed threshold limit values which define permitted levels for noise exposure based on the 

duration of the exposure. If the proposed noise levels are exceeded, employees may experience 

work-related hearing loss. In order for noise exposure to be properly assessed, noise instruments 

meeting the appropriate specifications must be used. The detennination of the appropriate 

instrument and parameters used to measure sound is dependent on the characteristics of the noise 

being evaluated. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

Work-related hearing loss is one of the most common occupational diseases in the United 

States (NIOSH, 2008). According to the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005) hearing loss 

accounted for 11.4% of all nonfatal occupational illnesses in the year 2004 followed by 

respiratory conditions (7.1 %) and poisoning (1.3%). Although skin disease (15.6%) and other 

occupational illnesses (64.6%) accounted for the most nonfatal occupational diseases in the year 

2004, these categories included a much broader range of possible occupational illnesses. To date, 

it has been estimated that 30 million employees are exposed to hazardous noise each day, which 

has resulted in approximately 10 million workers with permanent hearing loss (NIOSH, 2008). 

Industries at high risk for worker noise exposure are: agriculture, mining, construction, 

manufacturing and utilities, transportation, and military (Concha-Barrientos, M., Campbell

Lendrum, D., & Steenland, K, 2004; NIOSH, 2008). The manufacturing industry alone reported 

nearly 84% of all hearing loss cases in the United Sates in 2004 (U.S. BOL Statistics, 2005). 

In 1995, it was estimated that 120 million people suffered from permanent NIHL 

worldwide, which may position noise-induced hearing impairment as the most prevalent 

irreversible occupational hazard (Smith, A., 1998; Technical Learning College, 2005; World 

Health Organization, 1999). Globally there is weak enforcement and poor implementation of 

NIHL prevention programs, as well as a lack of employee awareness and education for 

hazardous noise (WHO, 1997). The exception to this is North America, Europe, and Japan, 

where occupational noise regulations have been enforced and implemented, but environmental 

noise pollution is now a growing concern (WHO, 1997). Due to the global impact of hearing 

loss, NIOSH, along with the occupational safety and health community, has declared hearing 

loss in the 21 priority areas for research in the next century (NIOSH, 2008). 
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2.1 Characteristics ofSound 

2.1.1 Physics 

2.1.1.1 Properties ofSound 

From an auditory perspective, sound and noise consist of similar characteristics (WHO, 

1999, chapter 2). Sound (or noise) is the result of pressure fluctuations in a medium (air, water, 

or solid) caused by a vibrating surface or turbulent fluid flow (ACOIH, 2006; Cowan, J., 1994; 

Hansen, C., 2001; Johnson, D.L., Papadopoulos, P., Takala, J., Watfa, N., 2001; Knight, R.D. 

and Baguley, D.M., 2007; WHO, 1980). When sound waves propagate in air, the fluctuations in 

pressure above and below the ambient atmospheric pressure result in longitudinal waves parallel 

to the source due to the compression of air molecules (Hansen, C., 2001; Technical Learning 

College, 2006). The difference between the highest and lowest air pressure determines the 

amplitude of a sound wave, which is then perceived by the listener as loudness (Sataloff, R. and 

Sataloff, J, 2006, p. 6; Schuder, M., 2006). Sound waves can be continuous or intermittent as 

they travel from the source to the site of detection with the air particles merely oscillating locally 

(ACOIH, 2006; Hansen, C., 20001). Frequency and wavelength are related through the speed of 

sound and are used to describe the direction and duration sound waves travel (Cowan, J., 1994; 

Hansen, C., 2001; Hirschorn, M., 1989; NIOSH, 1998). 

The frequency of sound, (measured in hertz, Hz), is the number of vibrations, (or cycles), 

that occur in I second, and the perceived pitch of a sound by the listener increases with an 

increase in frequency (Cowan, J., 1994; Hirschorn, M., 1989; Knight, R.D. and Baguley, D.M., 

2007; Sataloff R. and Sataloff J., 2006, p.6; U.S. DOL, 2008). As sound travels through a 

medium the distance between sound wave peaks in one cycle is its wavelength (Cowan, J., 1994; 

Hirschorn, M., 1989; Knight, R.D. and Baguley, D.M., 2007; U.S. DOL, 2008). The length of 
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the wavelength is dependent upon the frequency of the sound. Lower frequencies have longer 

wavelengths and are less readily absorbed, whereas high frequencies have short wavelengths and 

can be attenuated more easily (Knight, RD. and Baguley, D.M., 2007; Sataloff R. and Sataloff 

J., 2006, p.6). 

The speed of a sound wave is the measure of how fast sound travels through air. The 

speed of sound varies directly with the density and inversely with the compressibility of the 

medium, i.e. speed increases as the density of the medium it travels through increases (U.S. 

DOL, 2008). The speed of propagation of sound in air at standard temperature and pressure, 

(20"C and 29.92" Hg, respectively), is approximately 344 meters per second (Cowan, J., 1994; 

Hirschorn, M., 1989; Knight, RD. and Baguley, D.M, 2007; SataloffR and Sataloff, J., 2006, 

p.6; U.S. DOL, 2008,). 

The properties of sound previously discussed refer to pure tones, or tones having only 

one frequency, and are very rarely found in environmental and industrial settings. Instead, sound 

that is experienced by the human ear is typically comprised of many frequencies at varying 

levels therefore; noise is often separated into its various frequency components in order to 

properly represent the total noise of a source in a room (Cowan, J., 1994; Hirschorn, M., 1989; 

Knight, RD. and Baguley, D.M., 2007; NIOSH, 1998; Sataloff R, and Sataloff, 1., 2006, p.7). 

The amount of noise experienced by the human ear is also dependent on the sound paths within a 

room that enable its propagation. 

2.1.1.2 Propagation ofSound 

Sound produced from certain processes and equipment is capable of direct sound and 

reverberant sound, figure 2.1. Direct sound is propagated by the source where it is most 

predominate and does not experience reflection from other surfaces in the room. Direct sound 
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travels in a straight line directly to the receiver decreasing in pressure the further it travels away 

from the source (Hansen, C., 2001; Hirschom, M., 1989; Ostergaard, P., 2(03). Reverberant 

sound is the acoustical energy from sound waves that is reflected, or bounced off a barrier 

(Hansen, C., 2001; Hirschom, M., 1989; Knigbt, R.D., Baguley, D.M., 2007; Ostergaard, P., 

2003). When sound has been reflected, these sound waves can affect other sound waves that 

have been produced after it. When two waves traveling in different directions cross each other, 

they are said to be in phase and add together to produce a larger amplitude. This is known as 

constructive interference. On the other hand, sound waves can cancel each other when out of 

phase to produce no sound, known as destructive interference (Knight, R.D. and Baguley, D.M., 

2007; Sataloff Rand Sataloff J, 2006, p.6). 

DIRECT SOUND 

Figure 2.1. Diagram of direct and reverberant sound fields. From Noise Control Reference 
Handbook (p. C-3), by Hirschom, M., 1989, New York: Industrial Acoustics Company. 
Copyright 1982 by Industrial Acoustics Company. Reprinted with permission. 

2.1.1.3 Ultrasonics 

The theoretical physical properties described for audible sound can also be applied to 

ultrasonic sound in air. However, the higb frequency of ultrasound is often above the range of 

human hearing (Acton, W.I., 1974; Berger, E. H., 1996; Cowan, J., 1994; Howard, C. Q. et al., 

2005; NIOSH, 1998; Pawlaczyk-Luszczynska, M. et al., 2007; Wiemicki, C. & Karoly, W. J., 

1985). 
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Ultrasound waves are either continuous or pulsed (depending on the source) and have 

shorter wavelengths compared to audible sound (Acton, W.I., 1983; Cowan, J., 1994; U.S. DOL, 

2008; Wiernicki, C. & Karoly, W.J., 1985). At 20,000 Hz the wavelength of ultrasound is 

approximately 17 rom and decreases in length as frequency increases (Acton, W.I., 1983; 

Sataloff, R and Sataloff, J., 2006, p.6). Ultrasound is very directional and is readily reflected, 

absorbed, and transmitted (Acton, W.I., 1983; Cowan, J., 1994; Herman, B. & Powell, D., 1981; 

Leighton, T., 2007; U.S. DOL, 2008; Wiemicki, C. & Karoly, W.J., 1985). Absorption of 

ultrasound in air rapidly reduces the amplitude of the field as it travels away from the source 

(Acton, W.I., 1983; Leighton, T., 2007; Wiemicki, C. & Karoly, W.J., 1985). 

2.1.2 Perception 

2.1.2.1 Frequency Sensitivity 

The audio frequency range for young adults with normal hearing is between 20 Hz and 

20,000 Hz (Alberti, P., 2001; Cowan, J., 1994; Howard, C. Q. et al., 2005; Knight, RD. and 

Baguley, D.M., 2007; Leighton, T., 2007; NIOSH, 1998; U.S. DOL, 2008; WHO, 2(01). The 

intensity of sound needed for perception varies with frequency. The sound pressure levels 

perceived by unimpaired people begin at 70 dB at 20 Hz and passes through 0 dB at 1,000 Hz, 

with a minimum of -8 dB at 3 kHz (U.S. DOL, 2(08). Many people lose sensitivity for the 

higher-frequency sounds as they grow older, beginning around 40 years of age (U.S. DOL, 

2008). Reduction in the sensitivity to sound can be caused by disease, trauma, and hereditary 

syndrome as well as noise exposure (Health Wormation Publications, 2004). 

2.1.2.2 Communication Frequency 

Below 20 Hz humans perceive individual sound pulses rather than recognizable tones 

(WHO, Chapter 2, 1999). Above 20 Hz, specifically at frequencies between 200 Hz and 8,000 
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Hz, the human ear comprehends speech (ACGIH, 2006; Baker, D., 1993; Cowan, J., 1994; 

Knight, R.D. and Baguley, D.M., 2007; NIOSH, 1991; Robinson, G.S. and Casali, J.G., 2003; 

Suter, A., 1991; U.S. DOL, 2008; WHO, Chapter 3,1999). Speech pronunciation of vowel 

sounds is distinguished at the lower end of these frequencies (200 Hz) and consonants at the 

higher end (8 kHz) (Cowan, J., 1994; Knight, R.D. and Baguley, D.M., 2007; Suter, A., 2001; 

U.S. DOL, 2008; WHO, Chapter 3, 1999). 

2.1.3 Physiology ofHearing 

The phenomena of comprehending fluctuations in air pressure could not occur without a 

key auditory sense, the human ear. The outer, middle and inner ear function together to allow for 

the perception of sound in day-to-day activities which are important for human well-being 

(WHO, 1999). The following diagram (figure 2.2) depicts the components of the human ear 

which will be described in more detail. 

Inner ear Outer ear Middie 
.. ear • 

semicircular canals --..;:-----... 

Stapes 

Incus 

Malleus 

Eardrum 

Ol!'I/.-#!:,r-Cochlea 

Figure 2.2. Cross-sectional view of the human ear. From The Noise Manual (p. 102), by Ward, 
D. et aI., 2003, Indiana: American Industrial Hygiene Association. Copyright 2008 by American 
Industrial Hygiene Association. Reprinted with permission. 
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2.1.3.1 Outer Ear 

The outer ear is made up of the pinna, or simply the ear, and the external auditory canal, 

or the earcanal. The outer ear collects sound waves and channels it into the ear canal where it is 

modified before reaching the ear drum (Alberti, P., 2001; U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D., Royster, 

L., Royster, J., 2003, p.102). The earcanal amplifies sounds between 3,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz, 

which increases the sensitivity and susceptibility to damage of the ear at these frequencies 

(Alberti, P., 2001; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.103). 

2.1.3.2 Middle Ear 

At the end of the ear canal is the tympanic membrane, or eardrum, which is the beginning 

portion of the middle ear. Sounds are transferred from the eardrum to the inner ear by the 

vibration of three bones, the malleus (hammer), incus (anvil), and stapes (stirrup) (Alberti, P., 

2001; U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.103). Attached to the malleus and stapes are 

muscle - the tensor tympani and stapedius, respectively. These muscles support the bones of the 

middle ear by maintaining their position and also aid in protecting the inner ear (U.S. DOL, 

2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.I04). These muscles will contract upon the presence of 

vocalization or loud sounds which reduces the transfer of low-frequency energy to the inner ear 

(U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.105). Although these muscles are capable of full 

contraction in a tenth of a second, this does not allocate enough time to protect against impulse 

or long-term steady state exposures to noise (U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.105). 

Also a part of the middle ear is the Eustachian tube. This tube is extended from the beginning of 

the middle ear to the nasal air passages and equalizes air pressure on either side of the eardrum 

(Alberti, P., 2001; U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.105). Together, the outer and middle 

parts of the ear amplify sound on its passage from the exterior to the inner ear by 10 dB to 30 dB 
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(Alberti, P., 2001; Technical Learning College, 2005; U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, 

p.l03). 

2.1.3.31nner Ear 

The function of the inner ear is to convert the sound waves transmitted from the outer and 

middle ear into neural impulses recognized by the brain (Ward, D. et al., 2003 p.1 05). This 

occurs in the cocWea, which is a coiled tube resembling a snail with the Reissner's and basilar 

membranes extending the length of the tube (Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.105). These neural 

impulses are initiated by movement of the basal membrane (Ward, D. et al., 2003, pl05). Resting 

along the basal membrane are hair cells, approximately 4,000 inner hair cells and three rows of 

12,000 hair cells throughout the cocWea (U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.105). When 

the basal membrane shifts up or down, the hair cells bend activating an electrochemical response 

that travels to the brain and interprets the signal (U.S. DOL, 2008; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.105). 

2.1.4 Perception ofthe Ultrasonic Sound 

Ultrasonic sound is comprised of high frequencies, above 20 kHz, that are inaudible to 

the human ear (NIOSH, 1998). Due to the ear's anatomy and its sensitivity to high frequency 

sounds, the human ear is quite vulnerable to the ultrasonic sound range (ACGrn, 2006; 

Henderson, D. and Harnernik, RP., 1986; U.S. DOL, 2008). The high-intensity sound waves of 

ultrasound can be transmitted to the ear with a force that the ear cannot tolerate (Baker, D., 

1993). This results in the depletion of sensory cells in the ear for the highest audible frequencies 

(Grzesik, J. and Pluta, E., 1986). 

2.2 Health Effects ofOccupational Noise 

Occupational exposure to noise levels in excess of proposed guidelines is a global 

concern (Concha-Barrientos, M., 2004; Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Lawton, B.W., 2001; 
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WHO, Chapter 3, 1999). Despite this concern, the effects of noise are often underestimated 

because the damage of excessive noise exposure has a gradual affect on the human auditory 

mechanism rather than a rapid sensory affect such as a bum (Danielson, R. W., 2(08). 

Furthermore, the decline in state and local noise control programs and the lack of workforce 

awareness suggest that the health effects caused by this type of hazard are taken light!y (Shapiro, 

S., 1991). The consequence of this type of hazard is dependent on the amplitude, frequency, 

pathway, duration, and the individual's receptiveness to the noise exposure (Johnson, D.L. et al., 

2001; Lawton, B.W., 2001; NIOSH, 1998). Another factor to consider when assessing the health 

effects of noise is the equal-energy rule. 

The concept of the equal-energy rule is that the total sound energy experienced by the 

human ear determines the risk for hearing loss (Sulkowski, W., 2007). Thus, the hazard of one 

4.8 minute 90 dBA burst of noise would pose the same risk of hearing loss as 10- 90 dBA bursts 

lasting only 0.48 minutes (Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.137). ACGIH purports this rule as being the 

most practical and reasonable method for measuring continuous or intermittent noise with 

impulse noise between 80 dBA and 140 dBA (2008). The equal-energy rule also determines the 

exchange rate. The doubling or halving of the allowable duration to a noise exposure based on a 

3 dB exchange rate is consistent with the equal-energy (ACGIH, 2006; Ward, D. et al., 2003, 

p.l38). The 3-dB rule is more strongly supported then the S-dB rule used by OSHA (ACGIH, 

2006; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p. 138). Studies indicate that the 3-dB rule is more conservative than 

the 5 dB rule. The 5 dB exchange rate underestimates the average sound pressure level during 

rapidly varying sound and therefore does not protect the human hearing system from high-level, 

short duration noise exposures (ACGIH, 2006; NIOSH, 1998; Ward, D. et al, 2003, pI40). Part 

of the rationale for OSHA's use of the 5 dB exchange rate is because intermittent noise exposure 
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allows for short-term recovery of the ear during the quiet periods of the exposure which aids in 

the reduction of any permanent damage to ear (Ward, D. et al., 2003, p.138). 

Hazardous noise can be in the form of excessive audible noise, ultrasound, and impulse 

noise. Each type of noise can cause direct and indirect health effects including: hearing 

impairment, interference with verbal communication, create physical and psychological stress, 

sleep disturbances, reduce productivity, create negative social behavior and annoyance reactions, 

and contribute to accidents and injuries by making it difficult to hear warning signals (ACGIH, 

2006; Babisch, W., 2005; Cowan, J., 1994; Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Hearing Foundation of 

Canada, 2007; NIOSH, 2008; Pawlaczyk-Luszczynska, M. et al., 2007; Sulkowski, W., 2007; 

U.S. DOL, 2008; WHO, 1999; WHO, 2001; WHO, 2004). The ACGIH has published guidelines for 

occupational exposure to audible noise, ultrasound, and impulse noise which they believe will 

minimize the adverse effects on the human body (Appendix A). OSHA also has regulatory 

permissible exposure limits for audible noise and utilizes the ACGIH guidelines for ultrasound 

noise exposure (Appendix A) (U.S. DOL, 2008). 

2.2.1 Noise 1nduced Hearing Loss 

Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) has been a recognized hazard in the occupational 

setting for years (ACGIH, 2006; Sulkowski, W., 2007). NlHL occurs from repeated exposure to 

excessive noise levels that damage the sensory cells of the cochlea in the inner ear, and can be 

temporary or permanent (Babisch, W., 2005; Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Lawton, B.W., 

2001; NIOSH, 1998; Suter, A., 1991; WHO, 2004). Research has shown that sound levels below 

75 dB do not cause NlHL and that sound 85 dB or greater can cause hearing loss (Babisch, W., 

2005; Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Toronto Public Health, 2000; WHO, 1999). Auditory 

effects that result from NIHL are loudness recruitment (an abnormal perception of loudness), 
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paracusis (distortion of sounds), and tinnitus (ringing in the ears) (Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 

2oo?; WHO, 1999). Initially, exposure to high noise levels can cause auditory fatigue. The 

fatigue is noticeable in the short term as an increase in the threshold of hearing, predominately in 

the I,Ooo Hz to 4,Ooo Hz range (Baker, D., 1993; NIOSH, 1998; U.S. DOL, 2oo8; WHO, 2oo4). 

This temporary loss of hearing is known as noise-induced temporary threshold shift (NfITS). 

Normal hearing returns after several hours or days assuming the exposure is not continued (U.S. 

DOL, 2oo8; WHO, 2004). 

Progressive threshold shifts from 5oo, l,ooO, 2oo0, and 3,OOO Hz is the irreversible result 

of NIHL, and increases in severity with continued exposure (ACGIH, 2006; WHO, 2004). The 

risk for noise-induced permanent threshold shift (NIPTS) is determined by the intensity, 

frequency, duration and distribution of the noise, and the susceptibility of the worker (ACGIH, 

2006; NIOSH, 2008; Sulkowski, W., 2oo?; Technical Learning College, 2005). NIPTS is defined 

as an increase in the average hearing threshold of 25 dB for the 3,OOO to 6,Ooo Hz range; 

generally the greatest decrease in sensitivity occurs at 4,ooO Hz (Baker, D., 1993; Lawton, B.W., 

2oo1; NIOSH, 1998; U.S. DOL, 2008). Occupationally caused hearing loss is generally bilateral 

(Suter, A., 1991; Ward, D. et al., 2oo3, p. 128; WHO, 1980). NfITS and NIPTS can differ 

amongst individuals by as much as 30 dB - 50 dB (Sulkowski, W., 2oo?; Suter, A., 1991; WHO, 

1999). 

2.2.2 Speech Interference 

As stated by ACGIH (2006, p. 3), "the ability to hear and understand everyday speech 

under normal conditions is regarded as the most important function of the hearing mechanism." 

NIHL make it difficult to differentiate the frequencies of speech perception, 2,ooO - 4,000 Hz, 

(Baker, D., 1993; NIOSH, 1998). When speech is not comprehendible there is 
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miscommunication amongst coworkers, and additional strain on the vocal system due to 

employees having to raise their voice to communicate (WHO, 1999). Furthermore, employees 

may become irritated or annoyed and have a lack in concentration, safety, and productivity due 

to excessive noise levels (Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; WHO, 1999). The reverberation 

characteristics in a room also effect speech communication amongst workers. Longer 

reverberation times, combined with high background interfering noise, make speech perception 

more difficult (WHO, Chapter 3, 1999). The higher the noise level, the greater the masking 

effect noise has on the ear, resulting in additional adverse consequences to receiver (Suter, A., 

1991; WHO, 1999). 

2.2.3 Physical Stress 

Occupational exposures to noise cause adverse health effects to the human body by 

acting as a stressor (Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2(07). Workers exposed to high levels of 

industrial noise for 5 - 30 years have an increased heart rate, blood pressure, blood viscosity, and 

are more prone to cardiovascular diseases (Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Johnson, D.L. et al., 

2001; U.S. DOL, 2008; WHO, Chapter 3,1999). 

2.2.4 Psychological Stress 

Noise exposure has been linked to accelerate the development of mental illness and 

intensify the body's response to the disease once onset (Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; WHO, 

Chapter 3, 1999). Noise exposure may also cause anxiety, anger, stress, and nervousness 

(Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Johnson, D.L. et al., 2001; Ward, D. et al., 2003, p. 143; WHO, 

Chapter 3, 1999). 
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2.2.5 Impaired Task Performance and Accident Contribution 

Some types of noise may adversely affect a person's cognitive task performance while 

other types of noise improve performance (Goines, L. and Hagler, L., 2007; Suter, A., 1991; 

WHO, Chapter 3, 1999). Noise disturbances can interfere with complex tasks, but generally do 

not affect repetitive tasks (Johnson, D.L. et aI., 2001; Suter, A., 1991; WHO, Chapter 3,1999). 

Disturbances from noise can increase error rates, decrease motivation, and extend task 

completion times (Johnson, D.L. et aI., 2001; Smith, A., 1990; WHO, Chapter 3, 1999). Noise in 

an occupational setting coupled with employees who experience NlHL may not only result in 

poor performance, but pose a grave safety hazard (Suter, A., 1991). There are few studies linking 

unsafe behavior with noise. In the event of an emergency, excessive noise may prevent workers 

from hearing warning signals or shouts of a coworker which may lead to injury (WHO, 1980). 

Furthermore, worker distraction due to noise may increase the frequency of accidents (Smith, A., 

1990). 

2.2.6 Ultrasonic Sound 

Exposure to industrial airborne ultrasound is capable of producing subjective health 

effects as well as temporary threshold shifts from short exposure levels greater than 150 dB 

(ACGlH, 2001; Acton, W. 1.,1983; Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Howard, C. Q. et aI., 2004; 

Wiernicki, C. et aI., 1985; WHO, 1982). However, the amount of NITTS experienced from 

ultrasound is due to specific frequencies and sound-pressure levels (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 

1991; Howard, C. Q. et aI., 2005; WHO, 1982). Concern for the exposure effects associated with 

ultrasonic sound began in the late 1940' s with employees working around jet engine aircrafts 

complaining of "ultrasonic sickness" (Acton, W. I., 1983; Berger, E. H., 1996; Bly, S. and 

Deirdre, M., 1991). 
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The health effects associated with ultrasonic sickness include headaches, fatigue, nausea, 

tinnitus, and slight dizziness (Acton, W.I., 1983; Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Damongeot, A. 

and Andre, G., 1988; Herman, Bruce & Powell, David, 1981; WHO, 1982). The reported 

symptoms of ultrasonic sickness generally disappear shortly after the exposure (Acton, W.I., 

1983). The symptoms of ultrasonic sickness are caused by a reaction of the central nervous 

system to the excessive levels of high frequency audible noise emitted as subharmonics from the 

source (Acton, W. I., 1983; Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Crabtree, R. B. et al., 2000; WHO, 

1982). Ultrasonic noise is not damaging to the human auditory system when less than 120 dB, 

and it has no effect on general health unless there is direct body contact with an ultrasonic source 

(Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Hanson, C., 2001; McLaughlin, D., 2000). Airborne ultrasound 

sound-pressure levels greater than 150 dB may however cause harmful effects to the human body 

(Acton, W.I., 1983; Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991). 

The majority of the effects that excessive airborne ultrasound has on the body is an 

outcome of sound absorption through skin and tissues via direct body contact. When airborne 

ultrasound enters the ear, it causes the hair cells of the inner ear to vibrate and produce heat at the 

site (WHO, 1982). The absorption of this type of noise through human skin produces slight body 

heating (Acton, W.I., 1983; Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Parrack, H., 1966; WHO, 1982). The 

sound-pressure levels required to produce these types of adverse health effects have not been 

encountered in the industrial setting or in commercial applications (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 

1991; Herman, B. and Powell, D., 1981; Parrack, H., 1966). The upper sonic range of hearing 

and subharmonics emitted from ultrasonic sources appear to be more hazardous to human health 

then ultrasonic noise alone (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991). 
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ACGIH guidelines for ultrasound include ceiling values as well as 8 hour TWA 

(Appendix A). The limits set by ACGIH are much greater than proposed limits amongst other 

organizations such as the Occupational Safety and Health Branch in Canada, and the 

International Radiation Protection Agency (IRPA), table 2.1. The limits set by Health Canada 

were based on conclusions from the IRPA, which also provide recommendations for the World 

Health Organization (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Howard, C. Q. et al., 2005). The proposed 

guidelines by IRPA and Health Canada are more conservative and are often used to prevent the 

occurrence of subjective effects of ultrasound (Howard, C. Q. et al., 2005). 

Table 2.1. Comparison of ultrasound ceiling values listed in dBA (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991). 
1/3 Octave 10 12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40 50 63 80 100 

Frequency Bands 

ACGIH 105 105 105 105 110 115 115 115 115 115 115 

IRPA 75 110 110 110 110 

Health Canada 75 75 110 110 110 110 

2.3 Sources of Ultrasonics 

2.3.1 Uses of Ultrasonics 

Powerful industrial ultrasonic equipment and commercial products may be able to 

produce relatively high ultrasound intensities for short distances around equipment (Bly, S. and 

Deirdre, M., 1991; Wiernicki, C. et al., 1985). The hazard associated with industrial ultrasonic 

equipment is the possible contact exposure to the ultrasonic sound wave and the generation of 

high sound-pressure levels (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991). Ultrasonic sources can be either low 

power or high power (Wiernicki, C. and Karoly, W.J., 1985). Lower power applications generate 

noise in the megahertz (MHz) range and are used more in the health care setting (for 

examination) rather than the industrial setting (for altering material). 
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High power outputs are used for low frequency vibration-induced mechanisms to 

physically change the material (Acton, W. I., 1974; Howard, C. Q. et al., 2005; Pawlaczyk

Luszczynska, M. et al., 2007; WHO, 1982; Wiemicki, C. and Karoly, W.J., 1985). Industrial 

applications of high power ultrasound include: washers, plastic and metal welders, drills, 

soldering and braising tools, and galvanizing tools (Acton, W. I., 1974; Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 

1991; Herman, B. and Powell, D., 1981; Howard, C. Q. et al., 2005; Pawlaczyk-Luszczynska, M. 

et al., 2007; WHO, 1982). These applications generally operate at 20 kHz, but can range from 20 

kHz to 300 kHz (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; WHO, 1982). Commercial devices of ultrasound 

include: humidifiers, burglar alarms, garage door openers, remote controls, and rodent and pest 

repellers (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; Herman, B. and Powell, D., 1981; Leighton, T., 2007; 

WHO,1982). 

Many of these industrial and commercial devices that use ultrasound incidentally 

generate and propagate high sound-pressure levels in the air in the sonic and ultrasonic range 

(Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991). Much of the airborne ultrasound generated from these 

commercial devices is rapidly absorbed in air (Leighton. T., 2007; WHO, 1982). 

2.3.2 Ultrasonic Welding 

Ultrasonic welding of plastics is a solid-state joining process that uses a high-frequency 

vibration to heat the plastic components and melt them together (Doumandis, C. and Gao, Y., 

2004; Rotheiser, J., 2004). A typical ultrasonic welder consists of a transducer, the booster, and 

the sonotrode (or hom). The transducer converts electrical energy from an outside source power 

supply into high frequency mechanical vibrations (Rotheiser, J., 2004). The booster adjusts the 

amplitude of the vibrations desired at the joint interface (Rotheiser, J., 2004). The booster is 

located between the transducer and the hom. The sonotrode then transmits the vibratory energy 
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and the force from the booster to the parts to be welded through direct contact (Bly, S. and 

Deirdre, M., 1991; Rotheiser, J., 2004). The horn must properly fit the piece being welded; 

otherwise the weld will not be even (Rotheiser, J., 2004). The energy required to produce the 

weld is dependent on the hardness and thickness of the materials being joined (Gibson, S., 1997). 

The hazards associated with ultrasonic welding to the user are direct contact with the ultrasonic 

wave and exposure to high sound-pressure levels (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991). 

2.4 Measurement 

2.4.1 Sound Measurement 

The most commonly used instruments in measuring noise exposure are sound level 

meters (SLM) and noise dosimeters (NIOSH, 1998). SMLs and noise dosimeters have criteria 

that the operator can choose in order to collect the appropriate data from the instrument. These 

settings include the option for frequency weighting, response, threshold, exchange rate, and 

criterion level. The frequency weightings provide a composite SPL that can be set to mimic the 

human ear (Earshen, J., 2003; WHO, 1999). 

The types of weighting filters consist of A, B, C, and Z (Michael, P. and Michael, K., 

2006). The A-weighting is the most commonly used frequency weighting filter because it closely 

approximates the loudness perception characteristics of human hearing for pure tones at 40 

phons (Earshen, J., 2003; WHO, 1999). The A-weighting scale provides a realistic estimation of 

the risk of hearing loss (Earshen, J., 2003; WHO, 1999). The B-weighting scale has few 

applications (Earshen, J., 2003). The C-weighting is typically used in measuring sound that is 

blast-type or impulsive in nature. The C-weighting includes much of the low frequency sound 

energy, whereas the A weighting detects mid to high frequencies (Earshen, J., 2003). The Z
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weighting, or flat-weighting, adds all frequencies equally (Earshen, J., 2003). Figure 2.3 

represents the response detected for each weighting scale at various frequencies. 
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Figure 2.3. Frequency response weighting curves (U.S. DOL, 2008). 

The response setting of the instrument establishes how fast the meter can reach a steady-

state value and record changes in sound level. The response of an instrument can be adjusted to 

slow or fast. A slow response setting has a one-second time constant and achieves a steady-state 

SPL value after 2 seconds (NIOSH, 1998; Quest Technologies Inc., 2005). A fast response 

setting has a time constant of 125 milliseconds and achieves a steady-state SPL value after 500 

milliseconds (NIOSH, 1998; Quest Technologies Inc., 2005). Typically, the slow response will 

be used when determining the average value of an observed sound and the fast response when 

estimation in the variability of sound is needed (Earshen, J., 2003). The response mandated by 

OSHA and recommended by ACGrn and NIOSH is slow, This is because the instrument will 

tend to fluctuate rapidly in the fast response, resulting in a higher recorded sound-pressure level 

(NIOSH, 1998). 

The threshold is the 'cut-off' limit of the instrument. All sound below the threshold 

sound-pressure level is not included in values recorded by the instrument. The threshold value 
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affects the Lavg, TWA, and dose measurements. Both OSHA and ACGIH recommend threshold 

values of 80 dB (ACGIH, 2006; Quest Technologies Inc., 2005; U.S. DOL, 2008). The 

maximum allowable sound-pressure level exposure for the criterion time of 8 hours is the 

criterion level. The criterion level for the OSHA regulation is 90 dBA and for the ACGIH TLV 

is 85 dBA (ACGIH, 2006; Quest Technologies Inc., 2005; U.S. DOL, 20081). 

The exchange rate, also known as the doubling rate, is used to determine the duration of 

exposure for increases or decreases in sound-pressure level (Earshen, J., 2003; Quest 

Technologies Inc., 2005). The ACGIH recommended exchange rate is 3 dB, the OSHA 

regulation exchange rate is 5 dB. OSHA uses the 5 dB exchange rate because it represents the 

response characteristics of the human ear (Quest Technologies Inc., 2005). 

2.4.2 Meters 

2.4.2.1 Sound Level Meters 

A sound level meter is a basic instrument for monitoring employee noise exposure 

(ANSI, 1983; U.S. DOL, 2008). A sound level meter consists of a condenser microphone and a 

preamplifier to detect pressure fluctuations in the air (System 824, 2006). The purpose of a sound 

level meter is to spot-check noise dosimeter performance, determine an employee's noise dose 

when a noise dosimeter is unavailable, identify and evaluate individual noise sources, aid in 

determining the need for engineering controls, and evaluate the need for hearing protection 

(McLaughlin, D., 1996; U.S. DOL, 2008). The ANSI standard S1.4-1983 outlines the 

requirements for OSHA evaluations (Earshen, J., 2003; McLaughlin, D., 1996; U.S. DOL, 2008). 

The ANSI standard identifies four types of SLMs, type 0- for use in a laboratory, type 1- for 

precise field work, type 2 - for general field work, and type S - for special purposes (ANSI, 
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1983; Earshen, J., 2003; Malchaire, J., 2006). The minimum standard for OSHA evaluations is 

the Type 2 meter. 

2.4.2.2 Real-Time Analyzer 

Real-time analyzers simultaneously measure and record octave bands or one-third octave 

band frequencies. Real-time analysis of octave band or one-third-octave band frequencies is 

useful for the assessment of complex frequency spectra, such as ultrasonic noise (Acton, W. I., 

1983; Michael, P. and Michael, K., 2006; Wiemicki, C. et al., 1985). Table 2.2 lists one and one

third octave-band frequencies. 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of one and one-third octave band frequencies in Hz (Chan, A., 2(08). 
1 Octave 1/3 Octave 

Lower Cutoff Center Upper Cutoff Lower Cutoff Center Upper Cutoff 
11 16 22 14.1 16 17.8 

17.8 20 22.4 
22.4 25 28.2 

22 31.5 44 28.2 31.5 35.5 
35.5 40 44.7 
44.7 50 56.2 

44 63 88 56.2 63 70.8 
70.8 80 89.1 
89.1 100 112 

88 125 177 112 125 141 
141 160 178 
178 200 224 

177 250 355 224 250 282 
282 315 355 
355 400 447 

355 500 710 447 500 562 
562 630 708 
708 800 891 

710 1,000 1,420 891 1,000 1,122 
1,122 1,250 1,413 
1,413 1,600 1,778 

1,420 2,000 2,840 1,778 2,000 2,239 
2,239 2,500 2,818 
2,818 3,150 3,548 

2,840 4,000 5,680 3,548 4,000 4,467 
4,467 5,000 5,632 
5,632 6,300 7,079 

5,680 8,000 11,360 7,079 8,000 8,913 
8,913 10,000 11,220 
11 ,220 12,220 14,130 

11,360 16,000 22,720 14,130 16,000 17,780 
17,780 20,000 22,390 

2.4.2.3 Dosimeter 

A noise dosimeter is essentially a SLM that is worn on the body (Earshen, J., 2003; 

Michael, P. and Michael, K., 2006). A noise dosimeter measures and records the sound-pressure 

levels in the 'hearing zone' using a microphone positioned on the wearer's shoulder (Earshen, J., 

2(03). A noise dosimeter can provide average sound-pressure levels for a workshift, total 
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workshift dose, and second-to-second SPL values (Earshen, J., 2003; Michael, P. and Michael, 

K., 2006). Type I noise dosimeters may be used in field work that requires more precision and 

provide an accuracy of ±I dBA (U.S. DOL, 2008). The Type 2 noise dosimeters have an 

accuracy of ±2 dBA (U.S. DOL, 2008). They are primarily for general use and are the minimum 

criteria that can be used for compliance purposes (Michael, P. and Michael, K., 2006; U.S. DOL, 

2008). Noise dosimeters are the preferred method for measuring personal noise exposures 

(NIOSH, 1998). 

2.4.3 Measuring Ultrasound 

Ultrasound is defined as sound that is inaudible to the human ear (NIOSH, 1998; U.S. 

DOL, 2008). In order to detect airborne ultrasound, a Type I SLM with a frequency response of 

the microphone and preamplifier above 20 kHz should be used (Bly, S. and Deirdre, M., 1991; 

Herman, B. and Powell, D., 1981). The OSHA regulation does not specify between using an A

weighted scale or Z-weighted (unweighted) scale for this measurement. The A-weighted level at 

20 kHz one-third octave band will be 10 dB below a Z-weighted scale (U.S. DOL, 2008). 

Therefore, if an A-weighted instrument is used to measure ultrasound and detects a 95 dB tone at 

20 kHz, the instrument will read 85 dBA (U.S. DOL, 2008). SLMs or dosimeters may detect the 

ultrasonic subharmonics (Acton, W. I., 1983; Brown, G. G., 1967; Crabtree, R. B. et al., 2000; 

Grzesik, J. and Pluta, E., 1983; Howard, C. Q. et aI., 2005; Leighton, T., 2007; Mclaughlin, D., 

2000; Pawlaczyk-Luszczynska, M. et al., 2007; U.S. DOL, 2008; Wiernicki, C. et al., 1985;). 

One-third-octave or narrower band analysis is required for the assessment of complex frequency 

spectra, (such as airborne ultrasound), and comparison with the published criteria (Acton, W. I., 

1983; Wiernicki, C. et al., 1985). 
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Chapter III: Methodology 

This study examined worker exposure to ultrasonic noise during the ultrasonic welding of 

plastic to plastic parts and metal to plastic parts. This type of weld is characterized by a sharp, 

high-pitched screech like sound. The exposures of three employees were measured each day 

during an initial evaluation. The latter study evaluated exposures of employees operating the 

number 10 Branson welding unit. Each study utilized Type I and Type 2 personal noise 

dosimeters and real-time analyzers for the detection of noise. 

3.1Research Strategy 

The objectives of this study were to: 

•	 Detennine the range of sound-pressure level exposures experienced by workers using 

ultrasonic equipment as measured by Type I and Type 2 noise dosimeters. 

•	 Compare the sound-pressure level measurements from the Type I and Type 2 noise 

dosimeters to current OSHA regulations and ACGrn guidelines. 

•	 Detennine the type of instrument most effective for evaluating ultrasonic noise. 

•	 Identify if the amount of ultrasonic sound is dependent on the type of components 

being welded. 

•	 Discuss the applicability of using the proposed sampling method in other industrial 

settings exposed to ultrasound. 

3.2 Facility 

3.2.1Processes at Company XYZ 

Company XYZ manufacturers various medical components comprised of plastic and 

metal. The production floor is open and has welders, presses, and other manufacturing equipment 

in close proximity without any sound barriers or separation. The products being manufactured at 
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this facility change on a daily basis, which generates different types and levels of sound each 

day. 

3.2.2 Ultrasonic Welding at Company XYZ 

Company XYZ uses ultrasonic welders to bond parts, (plastic to plastic or metal to 

plastic), of medical devices together because of the quick application and quality of the weld. 

Company XYZ houses many types of ultrasonic welders on the production floor. Due to the lack 

of space on the production floor, these welders are not separated from any other production 

activities. Depending on the type of weld and component being welded, (size, shape, and 

material), the ultrasonic welders emit high frequency audible noise that can contribute to the 

overall sound level generated on the production floor. 

3.3 Apparatus 

The instruments used to detect noise exposures at Company XYZ were paired in order to 

determine their efficacy. Type I and Type 2 noise dosimeter were labeled correspondingly and 

identified as set A, B, or C (table 3.1). Real-time analyzers with 1/3 octave band filters were 

coupled with the dosimeters in set A and set B and provided a more detailed analysis of the 

ultrasonic noise. The initial research utilized all three sets of instruments to determine the overall 

noise exposure and evaluate the types of dosimeters over a 3 day period. The later study used set 

B instruments to determine noise exposure during the operation of a single ultrasonic welder, 

unit #10, over a 5 day period. The parameters for the instruments for the initial evaluation were 

set to ACOrn guidelines and for the later evaluation the instruments were set to OSHA 

parameters (Appendix B). 
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Table 3.1. Noise instrument sets used for evaluating employee exposure. 
Set A Set B Set C 

Quest RTA Larson Davis RTA DOS 1-10
 
DOS 1-8 DOS 1-9 DOS 2-010
 
DOS 2-35008 DOS 2-13
 

3.3.1 Ultrasonic Welder 

The initial evaluation of ultrasonic noise exposure did not consider the manufacturer of 

the welder that employees were operating, but rather the amount of noise exposure occurring 

during the welding process. The later study focused on noise exposure of the operation of a 

Branson 2000 dlaed ultrasonic assembly system, unit #10. The nominal operating frequency of 

the Branson 2000 dlaed welder is 20 kHz and can be operated manually, semi-automated, or 

fully automated (Branson Ultrasonics Corporation, 1999). Specifications of this unit are 

presented in Appendix L. 

3.3.2 Noise Dosimeter 

The Quest NoisePro DLX-I dosimeters are Type 1 dosimeters that have an accuracy of ±I 

dB. Quest NoisePro DLX dosimeters are Type 2 dosimeters that have an accuracy of ±2 dB. The 

NoisePro dosimeters have a maximum peak level of 143 dB and threshold level of 140 dB 

(Quest Technologies Inc., NoisePro Brochure, 2008). The Quest noise dosimeters were 

calibrated using a Quest Model QC-20 calibrator which emitted a constant sound-pressure level 

of 114.0 dB. Snap-in adapters for the coupler opening on the calibrator were used to insert the 

microphones for dosimeter calibration. Quest NoisePro DLX-l noise dosimeters with Class I 

prepolarized condenser microphones, and Quest NoisePro DLX noise dosimeters with Class 2 

integrated microphones were used to determine employee exposure to ultrasonic noise at I 

second intervals. Figures 3.1 thru 3.6 depict the frequency response for each class of microphone 

at different angles. 
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Figure 3.1. Class 1 ffilcrophone frequency response curve in a free field, 0", no windscreen. 
From NoisePro Owner's Manual (p. 88). Copyright 2005 by Quest Technologies, Inc. Reprinted 
with permission. 
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Figure 3.2. Class 1 ffilcrophone frequency response curve In a free field, 90·, no windscreen. 
From NoisePro Owner's Manual (p. 88). Copyright 2005 by Quest Technologies, Inc. Reprinted 
with permission. 
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Figure 3.4. Class 2 mIcrophone frequency response curve 10 a free field, 0", no windscreen. 
From NoisePro Owner's Manual (p. 90). Copyright 2005 by Quest Technologies, Inc. Reprinted 
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From NoisePro Owner's Manual (p. 91). Copyright 2005 by Quest Technologies, Inc. Reprinted 
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3.3.3 Real-Time Analyzer 

Both Quest and Larson Davis real-time analyzers were used to evaluate ultrasonic noise 

exposure during the welding process at 1 second intervals. A Quest SEIDL SoundPro Real-Time 

Analyzer (RTA) was used in the initial study to evaluate ultrasonic noise exposure to the 

employees at 1/3 octave bands frequencies. Snap-in adapters for the coupler opening on the 

calibrator were used to insert the microphone for dosimeter calibration. The Quest RTA is a 

Type 1 sound level meter that operates between 3 Hz - 22.4 kHz with a threshold level of 140 

dB and peak level of 143 dB (Quest Technologies Inc., Preliminary Technical Specifications, 

2008). For the later data collection, the Larson Davis 824 Type I Sound Level Meter & Real

Time Analyzer was used. The Larson Davis Calibrator 150 was used with an adapter for 

microphone calibration. The calibrator operated at 1,000 Hz with an output sound-pressure level 

of 114.0 dB (Larson Davis, 2006). The Larson Davis 824 condenser microphone connected to 

the preamplifier and allowed for the detection of 1/3 octave band frequencies between 12.5 kHz 

and 20 kHz with a peak level of 160 dB (Larson Davis, 2006). 

3.3.4 Software 

To analyze the noise exposures recorded by the dosimeters and real-time analyzers, 

QuestSuite Professional II software, Larson Davis 824 Utility 3.12 software, Microsoft Office 

Excel 2007, and KaieidaGraph version 4.0 graphing and data analysis application were used. 

3.4 Test Procedures 

3.4.1 Calibration 

Each sample day, prior to evaluating employee exposure to ultrasonic noise, Type 1 and 

Type 2 Quest NoisePro noise dosimeters and the Quest SEIDL RTA were pre-calibrated using 

the QC-20 calibrator to 114.0 dBA. The Larson Davis System 824 RTA was also pre-calibrated 
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to 114.0 elBA using the Larson Davis Calibrator 150. After the employee workshift, post-

calibration measurements were taken for all instruments using the same equipment for pre-

calibration measurements (Appendix B). 

3.4.2 Exposure Measurement 

Employee noise exposure data to ultrasonic sound was obtained for 8 workday . The 

employee who was operating the selected ultrasonic welders the day of sampling reported to the 

researcher prior to beginning their shift. The researcher assembled a vest for the employee to 

wear that contained microphones for each instrument which were placed strategically in the 

vicinity of the employee's hearing zone (figure 3.7). The Type 1 and Type 2 Quest NoisePro 

noise do imeters were connected to the appropriate microphone on the vest adjacent to each 

other. The Quest SEIDL RTA or the Larson Davis System 824 RTA was then connected to the 

appropriate microphone on the vest dependent upon the pair of noise dosimeters used the day of 

sampling. 

Figure 3.7. Vest with connected noise equipment in the hearing zone of the employee used to 
sample exposures. 
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After the employee was vested, they then proceeded to the production floor to operate the 

ultrasonic assembly system. During the morning and afternoon 10 minute breaks, the employee 

took the vest off and placed it over their chair. During the employee lunch break, the vests were 

collected by the researcher and instruments checked for battery usage and running usage. After 

the 30 minute lunch break the vests were returned to the employee to wear for the remainder of 

their shift. After the 8 hour employee workshift the vests were returned to the researcher and the 

data collected from the instruments was uploaded to the computer system. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

3.5.1 Statistical Analysis 

The null hypothesis for the paired t-test evaluated whether the differences of the means 

for the matched vales were zero. A Student's t-test for paired data was used to compare Type I 

and Type 2 Quest NoisePro noise dosimeter data for each sample day and to compare the 

average sound-pressure level measured by each dosimeter. The student's t-test was used to 

identify the samples whose means were significantly different using a critical value determined 

for a =0.05. KaieidaGraph version 4.0 was used to calculate the student's t-test. The correlation 

of Type I and Type 2 measurements were also examined graphically. A correlation probability 

less than 0.05 indicated that the data sets were significantly correlated. 

3.5.2 Time- Weighted Average Sound-Pressure Level 

The time-weighted average sound intensities for the dosimeters and real-time analyzers 

(at 10,000 Hz, 12,500 Hz, 16,000 Hz, and 20,000 Hz) were calculated to determine employee 

noise exposure for comparison to ACGIH and OSHA regulations: 
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~)oundintensityduring time n - timen 
TWA sound intensity (Equation 3.5a) 

~)imen 

dB 

where soundintensity =10 10 (Equation 3.5b) 

The average sound-pressure level (SPL), Leq, was determined for each sample set based on the 

exchange rate that the instrument was set to. For a 3 dB exchange rate: 

TWA SPL (decibel) =10- Log '0 (sound intensity) (Equation 3.5c) 

where the sound intensity is equal to equation 3.5b. 

The average sound-pressure level (SPL), Leq, for a 5 dB exchange rate was calculated using: 

TWA SPL(decibel) =16.61-Log lO (sound intensity) (Equation 3.5d) 

dB 

where sound intensity= 1016.61 (Equation 3.5e) 

The TWA was used to calculate the dose for each dosimeter and real-time analyzer to 

determine if the noise exposure experienced by the employee was in compliance with OSHA 

regulations and ACGIH guidelines. Criteria for OSHA engineering and administrative controls 

include only noise exposure greater than a threshold of 90 dBA and a dose that is greater than 1.0 

(100%). The OSHA hearing conservation program criteria includes only noise exposure greater 

than a threshold of 80 dBA and a dose greater than 0.5 (50%). OSHA regulations are based on a 

criterion SPL of 90 dBA for 8 hours and an exchange rate of 5 dB. The ACGIH TLV for noise 

uses an 85 dBA criterion for 8 hours with an 80 dBA threshold and a doubling value of 3 dB. 

The equation 3.5f was used to calculate the dose. 
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" Exposure time at x dBA 
Dose= L- (Equation 3.5f) 

Permitted time at xdBA 

The permitted times are presented in Appendix A. The PEL times can be calculated using 

equation 3.5g and the ACGlli TLV times can be calculated using equation 3.5h. 

OSHA PEL ~Time(minutes)= 2(S;L~~)+5 (Equation 3.5g) 

ACGIH TLV ~ Time (minutes) 2(S;L~)+3 (Equation 3.5h) 
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Chapter IV: Results 

The purpose of this study was to compare Type I to Type 2 noise dosimeters for 

monitoring employee exposure to ultrasound emitted from ultrasonic welders. This was 

conducted by measuring employee noise exposure during 8 work shifts at Company XYZ using 

Quest NoisePro Type 1 and Type 2 noise dosimeters, a Larson Davis RTA, and a Quest RTA. 

4.1 Average Sound-Pressure Levels 

4.1.1 Sound-Pressure Level Exposures Measured by Dosimeters 

The average sound-pressure level for each meter was calculated using the one-second 

TWAs measured for each sample date (equation 3.5a and 3.5b). The average sound-pressure 

level is affected by the exchange rate selection for the instrument. Therefore, equation 3.5c was 

used to determine the average sound-pressure level for the initial dosimeter data sampling using 

a 3 dB exchange rate. For the later dosimeter data sets, equations 3.5d and 3.5 e were used based 

on a 5 dB exchange rate (OSHA parameters). The real-time analyzers (RTAs) that were used 

always logged data using a 3 dB exchange rate. The average sound-pressure levels measured 

ranged from 74.2 dBA to 87.9 dBA for the Type I dosimeter and from 76.3 dBA to 87.8 dBA for 

the Type 2 dosimeters (table 4.1). The average sound-pressure level for the Type I was ±2 dB of 

the average sound-pressure level for the Type 2 dosimeter except for set B on June 30, 2008; 

August 20,2008; and September 19, 2008 (table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1. The average sound-pressure level measured by the dosimeters. 

Sample Date Dosimeter Type 1 (dBA) Type 2 (dBA) 
26-Jun-08 

Set A 81.4 80.1 
Set B 79.9 81 
SetC 77.4 77.6 

27-Jun-08 
SetA 78.2 79.1 
SetB 84 83.7 
SetC 80.5 79.7 

30-Jun-08 
SetA 87.9 87.8 
SetB 78.3 83.4 
SetC 85.7 85.4 

19-Aug-08 
SetB 74.2 76 

20-Aug-08 
Set B 84 79.1 

28-Aug-08 
Set B 76.3 77.7 

19-5ep-08 
SetB 85.1 82.5 

2-0ct-08 
SetB 84.8 84.5 

4.1.2 Sound-Pressure Level Overexposures 

Regulatory noise exposure levels set by OSHA (Department of Labor, 1971), as well as 

guidelines set by ACGIH (ACGIH, 2006), are used to aid the employer in assessing worker 

exposure to occupational noise. The OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL) for audible noise 

uses a criterion level of 90 dBA for 8 hours. The criteria for engineering and administrative 

controls is a dose of 1.0 using a 90 dBA threshold. The criteria for hearing conservation is a dose 

of 0.5 based on an 80 dBA threshold. ACGIH Threshold Limit Value (TLV) for noise has a 

criterion level of 85 dBA for 8 hours using an 80 dBA threshold. Equations 3.5f and 3.Sg were 

used to calculate worker exposures based on the OSHA Engineering and Hearing Conservation 

criteria. Equations 3.5f and 3.5h were used to calculate worker exposures based on the ACGIH 
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TLV criteria. The OSHA Hearing Conservation criterion was exceeded on September 19,2008 

and the ACGIH criteria was exceeded on June 30, 2008; August 20,2008; September 19,2008; 

and October 2, 2008 (table 4.2). The OSHA Hearing Conservation dose values were much lower 

than would be expected given the average sound-pressure levels calculated for each shift. Lower 

values occur for dose calculations using the OSHA 5 dBA exchange rate algorithm in 

workplaces that have rapidly changing sound-pressure levels (Earshen, 2003). The sound

pressure level exposures during ultrasonic welding would appear to be better measured by the 3 

dB exchange rate ACGIH dose values than the OSHA dose values. 

The average sound-pressure levels for the one-third octave band ultrasonic frequencies 

were calculated (table 4.3). Noise measurements on August 20, 2008 and September 19, 2008 

exceeded the ACGIH TLVs for ultrasound at 10 kHz (88 dB) and 20 kHz (94 dB). 
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Table 4.2. Calculated sound-pressure levels and dose! based on OSHA and ACOrn criteria for 
dosimeters. 
Sample Date Dosimeter Duration Leq OSHA OSHA Hearing ACGIH 

(hours) (dB) Engineering Conservation 
26-Jun-08 

1-8 8.15 81.4 0.06 0.13 0.40 
2-35008 8.14 80.1 0.04 0.Q7 0.28 
1-9 7.98 79.9 0.Q3 0.07 0.22 
2-13 7.98 81.0 0.04 0.09 0.30 
1-10 8.24 77.4 0.001 0.03 0.06 
2-10 8.25 77.6 0.001 0.03 0.06 

27-Jun-08 
1-8 7.98 78.2 0.001 0.05 0.10 
2-35008 7.96 79.1 0.002 0.07 0.13 
1-9 7.84 84.0 0.08 0.20 0.69 
2-13 7.86 83.7 0.08 0.20 0.65 
1-10 7.91 80.5 0.02 0.06 0.26 
2-10 7.88 79.7 0.02 0.07 0.19 

30-Jun·08 
1-8 8.57 87.9 0.21 0.31 2.0* 
2-35008 8.56 87.8 0.18 0.29 2.0* 
1-9 7.01 78.3 0.07 0.12 0.73 
2-13 7.91 83.4 0.08 0.15 1.2* 
1-10 8.56 85.7 0.16 0.26 1.2* 
2-10 8.56 85.4 0.17 0.26 1.1 * 

19-Aug-08 
1-9 7.27 74.2 0.01 0.09 0.20 
2-13 7.27 76.0 0.01 0.11 0.26 

20-Aug-08 
1-9 7.71 84.0 0.28 0.41 2.5* 
2-13 7.70 79.1 0.09 0.20 0.76 

28-Aug-08 
1-9 8.09 76.3 0.06 0.14 0.42 
2-13 8.08 77.7 0.05 0.17 0.44 

19-5ep-08 
1-9 7.85 85.1 0.39 0.54* 4.0* 
2-13 7.85 82.5 0.17 0.33 1.3* 

2-0ct-08 
1-9 7.57 84.8 0.31 0.45 7.2* 
2-13 7.75 84.5 0.27 0.44 6.0* 

*Dose exceeds OSHA or ACOrn dose criteria 

1. Dose values were calculated using the one-second SPL exposure data. 
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Table 4.3. Calculated sound-pressure levels (dB) for the Real-Time Analyzers. 

Sample Date Duration Frequency (Hz) 
(hours) 10 12.5 16 20 

26-Jun-08 
Larson Davis 2.86 65.3 63.1 61.8 80.8 

Quest 5.08 83.3 72.4 72.4 75.1 
27-Jun-08 

Larson Davis 2.27 62.5 62.2 62.4 83.0 
Quest 6.67 69.7 61.4 59.9 72.9 

30-Jun-08 
Larson Davis 4.84 85.4 76.4 87.2 87.2 

19-Aug-08 
Larson Davis 7.44 78.5 72.3 68.6 82.8 

20-Aug-08 
Larson Davis 6.99 90.0* 62.0 59.5 87.4 

28-Aug-08 
Larson Davis 7.60 73.9 64.5 68.1 90.6 

19-5ep-08 
Larson Davis 7.65 94.9* 76.4 76.2 99.7* 

2-0ct-08 
Larson Davis 6.60 79.6 68.9 70.1 91.3 

*denotes overexposure of ACGrn TLVs for ultrasound. 

4. J.3 UltrasouruJ Ceiling Value Overexposure 

The Larson Davis and Quest RTA maximum sound-pressure levels for the duration of the 

workshift were analyzed to determine overexposure of the 105 dB ceiling value (Appendix C). 

Evaluating the maximum noise levels measured by the Quest RTA, similar sound-pressure levels 

were detected amongst all of the frequency bands. The 10kHz and 20 kHz frequency bands were 

found to be the most dominate during the interval measurements (figure 4.1). Further analysis of 

the maximum sound-pressure level measured by the Larson Davis showed a similar pattern 

between the 10 kHz and 20 kHz frequency bands as the Quest RTA (figure 4.2). 
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4.1.4 Comparison o/Type 1 and Type 2 Dosimeters/or Measuring Ultrasound 

A two step process was used to evaluate the perfonnance of Type I versus Type 2 noise 

dosimeters for the measurement of ultrasonic noise exposure. The first step evaluated whether 

the sound-pressure level measurements recorded by the Type I dosimeter was equal to the 

measurements recorded by the adjacent Type 2 dosimeter by perfonning a Student's t-test for 

paired data. Eleven of the fourteen measurements were significantly different (table 4.4). 

The second step of the process evaluated the relationship between the measurements to 

determine if the values recorded the response to sound at the same time interval. Linear curve fits 

of the data plots for each dosimeter set were used to calculate the linear correlation coefficient 

(Appendix D). The coefficient ranged from 0.12 to 0.84 (table 4.4). The closer the value is to 1.0, 

the closer the two sets of data are correlated. The wide scatter of the data points on the graph 

suggest that the matching of the dosimeter clocks in the paired dosimeters did not provide 

simultaneous recordings of the noise. 

Another evaluation was to determine if each day's average SPL measured by the Type I 

dosimeter was the same as the average SPL measured by the Type 2 dosimeter. There was not a 

statistically significant difference between the average sound-pressure levels calculated for the 

Type I and the average sound-pressure levels calculated for the Type 2 dosimeters (table 4.5). 
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Table 4.4. Paired t-test of Type 1 and TYPe 2 noise dosimeter one-second sound-pressure levels 
and their linear correlation coefficient. 

Difference Between 
Sample Date Dosimeter Means 

26-Jun-08 
1-8 

-0.868
2-35008 
1-9 

-0.858
2-13 
1-10 

-0.269
2-10 

27·Jun-08 
1-8 

-0.831
2-35008 
1-9 

-0.324
2-13 
1-10 

-0.028
2-10 

30-Jun-08 
1-8 

0.034
2-35008 
1-9 

-0.34
2-13 
1-10 

-0.193
2-10 

19-Aug-08 
1-9 

-8.08
2-13 

20-Aug-08 
1-9 

8.36
2-13 

28·Aug-08 
1-9 

-10.01
2-13 

19·5ep-08 
1-9 

-0.375
2-13 

2-0ct-08 
1-9 

-7.85
2-13 

*denotes statistically different P-value at a = 0.05 

P-Value 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

0.1753 

0.435 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

<0.0001* 

0.1677 

<0.0001* 

Correlation
 
Probability
 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

<0.0001 

R 

0.29 

0.63 

0.81 

0.84 

0.51 

0.81 

0.50 

0.52 

0.62 

0.12 

0.34 

0.21 

0.41 

0.70 
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Table 4.5 Paired t-test of the average sound-pressure level recorded by the dosimeters. 
Type 1 Type 2 

Count 14 14 
Mean 81.2643 81.2143 
Variance 16.6163 11.6613 
Standard Deviation 4.07631 3.41487 
Standard Error 1.08944 0.912662 

Mean Difference 0.0500009 
Degrees of Freedom 13 
t-value 0.067409 
t-probability 0.9473 
Correlation 0.73904 
Correlation Probability 0.002529 

4.2 Relationship between Ultrasound and the Welded Component 

The initial sampling for ultrasound did not evaluate the component being welded. 

However, the later research did consider the type of component that was being welded each day 

of sampling. During sampling, both plastic to plastic and metal to plastic components were 

welded (Appendix E contains pictures of the components welded for each sample date). 

The average sound-pressure levels presented in table 4.6 were higher for the parts whose 

components extended above the welding jig. The dispensing head (welded August 20, 2008), the 

base exhalation (welded September 19,2008), and the filter head assembly (welded October 2, 

2008). 

Table 4.6. Recorded noise levels related to welded components. 
Sample Date Welded Component RTA Leq (dB)Dosimeter Leq (dB) 

Type 1 Type 2 10kHz 20kHz 
Aug. 19,2008 Cover Manifold 74.2 76.0 78.8 82.8 
Aug. 20, 2008 Dispensing Head 84.0 79.1 90.0 87.4 
Aug. 28, 2008 Port Housing 76.3 77.7 73.9 90.6 
Sep.19,2008 Base Exhalation 85.1 82.5 94.9 99.7 

Oct. 2, 2008 Filter Head Assembly 84.8 84.5 79.6 91.3 
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Chapter V; Discussion 

This study evaluated the effectiveness of Type 1 and Type 2 noise dosimeters for 

monitoring employee exposure to ultrasound emitted from ultrasonic welders. The measurements 

were conducted over a period of 8 sample days at Company XYZ. 

5. 1 Limitations 

The limitations of the study are as follows: 

• The measurement of ultrasonic noise was not evaluated for all possible types of 

joining components. Exposures may vary with the size and shape of the materials 

being welded together. 

• The research conducted measured ultrasonic noise exposure due to ultrasonic welding 

at 20 kHz at one facility. Differences due to the facility layout and ultrasonic noise 

sources were not evaluated. 

5.2 Conclusions 

5.2.1 Employee Noise Exposure -Average Sound-Pressure Level 

The average sound-pressure levels experienced by ultrasonic welder operators ranged 

from 74.2 dBA to 87.9 dBA. 

5.2.2 Employee Noise Exposure - Comparison to Standards 

5.2.2.1 OSHA PEL and ACGlH TLVfor Noise 

No noise exposure exceeded the OSHA Engineering criteria. The OSHA Hearing 

Conservation criteria was exceeded by lout of 28 measurements. The ACOrn TLV for noise 

was exceeded by 10 out of 28 measurements. A Hearing Conservation Program should be 

implemented based on the calculated OSHA dose overexposure of 0.5 on September 19. 2008. 
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5.2.2.2 ACGIH TLV for Ultrasound 

Several of the average sound-pressure level for 10 kHz and 20 kHz third-octave bands 

exceeded the TLV recommendations. Most sample days had measurements that exceeded the 

ceiling limit TLV of 105 dB. This suggests frequent overexposure to ultrasound. 

5.2.3 Efficacy ofNoise Instruments to Measure Ultrasound 

5.2.3.1 Type I versus Type 2 Dosimeters 

There was no advantage to using a Type I dosimeter over a Type 2 dosimeter. While the 

recorded noise measurements were statistically different, the time weighted average sound

pressure levels were not. The differences in the recorded sound pressures at each one-second 

interval could be caused by some aspect of the data recording, air flow around the microphone, 

or the employee bumping the microphone. These errors would cause a variation in the decibel 

reading per interval and an overall effect on the statistical analysis of the interval measurements. 

It was thought that the enhanced ability of the Type 1 microphone to measure sound 

between 10 kHz and 20 kHz over the Type 2 microphone would result in higher sound-pressure 

levels being recorded by the Type 1 dosimeter. The results of this study demonstrated no 

significant difference between the average sound-pressure levels by Type 1 and Type 2 

dosimeters. In this study the overall average sound-pressure level recorded by the Type 2 

dosimeters, 81.21 dBA, was essentially the same as the Type 1 dosimeters, 81.26 dBA. The lack 

of influence of the ultrasonic noise on the average sound-pressure level may have resulted from a 

combination of the short time intervals of the welds and the A-weighting reduction of high 

frequency sound. 
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5.2.3.2 Real-Time Analyzers 

The RTA appears to be the best instrument for assessing employee exposure to 

ultrasound. This is because the RTA was used in the flat frequency response which allows for 

equal detection of high frequency sound across all frequencies. Whereas the NoisePro dosimeters 

were limited to A-scale measurements which discount the ultrasonic welder's high frequency 

sound experienced by the operators. 

5.2.4 Relationship between Ultrasound and the Welded Component 

Noise levels were higher during the welding of parts whose components extended above 

the welding jig. 

5. 3 Recommendations 

5.3.i Applicability ofSampling Method in Other industries 

The American National Standards Institute has standards for sound measuring 

instruments, ANSI S1.25-1991 and ANSI S1.4-1983. Type I instruments are used when accurate 

evaluation and precision is needed for field use or during research. Type 2 instruments are used 

for general purposes when high frequency noise is not present (ANSI, 1983). In this study, noise 

exposures experienced by operators of 20 kHz ultrasonic welders were evaluated using Type I 

and Type 2 noise dosimeters. No difference was found between the average A-scale sound

pressure levels recorded by the Type 1 and Type 2 noise dosimeters. Type 2 dosimeters appear to 

be adequate for assessment of compliance with OSHA regulations. Evaluation with respect to 

ACGIH TLVs for ultrasound requires a Type I RTA with a 1/3 octave band filter. The one

second sound-pressure levels for the 1/3 octave frequency bands enables the identification of 

exposures above the ceiling value criteria. 
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Consideration should also be given to the parameters used for each noise instrument 

when applying this sampling method to other ultrasonic sources. The initial and later evaluations 

of ultrasonic noise exposure had different parameters set for the noise dosimeters. After 

calculating TWA SPLs and dose exposures, it was found that the latter parameters 

underestimated the average sound-pressure levels. The following parameters are recommended 

since these parameters will provide values greater than or equal to the values determined using 

the OSHA criteria, they would be satisfactory for determining regulatory compliance. 

The following parameters should be set when using either a Type I or TYPe 2 noise dosimeter: 

• Response - Fast 

• Frequency Weighting - A 

• Threshold - OFF 

• Exchange Rate - 3 dB 

The following parameters should be set when using a Real-Time Analyzer: 

• Response - Fast 

• Frequency Weighting - Rat 

• Threshold - OFF 

• Exchange Rate - 3 dB 

5.3.2 Controls to Reduce Ultrasound Noise Exposure 

Based on the evaluation of noise exposure during the ultrasonic welding of plastic to 

plastic and metal to plastic components several workers experienced exposure to noise and 

ultrasound. These exposures exceeded the OSHA criteria for inclusion in the Hearing 

Conservation Program and the ACGIH 105 dB ceiling criteria for ultrasound. Operators of the 

welders were observed wearing personal hearing protectors. Engineering controls such as sound 
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enclosures over the welders may also provide a reduction in noise exposures experienced by the 

employees at Company XYZ. 

5.4 Further Research 

The limitations that were encountered in this study should be taken into consideration 

before conducting future research on this topic. An improved matching of the sound-pressure 

levels recorded by the paired dosimeters is needed. Investigations at facilities with higher noise 

levels may aid in the comparison of Type 1 to Type 2 dosimeter measurements. Also, research 

evaluating the noise reduction that sound enclosures provide when used on ultrasonic welders 

would be valuable. Lastly, smaller Type 1 microphones for the real-time analyzer meters would 

be more convenient for the employees to wear and allow easier mounting of the unit in the 

vicinity of the worker's hearing zone. 
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Appendix A: Regulations and Guidelines 
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Table A-I. TLVs for Audible Noise. From ACGlli®, 2008 TLVs®and BEIs® (p. 122), Ohio:
 
ACGIH. Copyright 2008 by American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists.
 
Reprinted with permission.
 

Duration per Day Sound Level dBA
 
Hours 24 80
 

16 82
 
8 85
 
4 88
 
2 91
 
I 94
 

Minutes 30 97
 
15 100
 

7.50	 103
 
3.75	 106
 
1.88	 109
 
0.94 112
 

Seconds 28.12 115
 
14.06	 118
 
7.03	 121
 
3.52	 124
 
1.76	 127
 
0.88	 130
 
0.44	 133
 
0.22	 136
 
0.11	 139
 

Table A-2. TLVs for Continuous Exposure to Airborne Ultrasound. From ACGlli®, 2008 TLVs® 
and BEIs® (p. 124), Ohio: ACGlli. Copyright 2008 by American Conference of Governmental 
Industrial Hygienists. Reprinted with permission. 

One-third Octave-Band Level 
Measured in Air; Head in Air (dB) 

Mid-Frequency of Ceiling Values 8-Hour TWA 
Third-Octave Band 

(kHz) 
10 105	 88
 

12.5	 105 89
 
16 105 92
 
20 105 94
 
25 110
 

31.5	 115
 
40 115
 
50 115
 
63 115
 
80 115
 
100 115
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Table A-3. OSHA PELs for noise (U.S. DOL, 2008). 
Sound Level 

Duration (hours) 
(dBA, slow response) 

8 90 
6 92 
4 95 
3 97 
2 100 

1.5 102 
I 105 

0.5 110 
0.25 (or less) 115 

Table A-4. OSHA allowable exposure times (U.S. DOL, 2007). 
A-weighted Sound
 

Level
 
80
 
81
 
82
 
83
 
84
 
85
 
86
 
87
 
88
 
89
 
90
 
91
 
92
 
93
 
94
 
95
 
96
 
97
 
98
 
99
 
100
 
101
 
102
 
103
 
104
 
105
 

Reference Duration
 
(hour)
 

32
 
27.9
 
24.3 
21.1 
18.4 
16 

13.9 
12.1 
10.6 
9.2 
8 
7 

6.1 
5.3 
4.6 
4 

3.5 
3 

2.6 
2.3 
2 

1.7 
1.5 
1.3 
1.1 
I 

A-weighted Sound
 
Level
 
106
 
107
 
108
 
109
 
110
 
III
 
112
 
113
 
114
 
115
 
116
 
117
 
118
 
119
 
120
 
121
 
122
 
123
 
124
 
125
 
126
 
127
 
128
 
129
 
130
 

Reference Duration
 
(hour)
 
0.87
 
0.76 
0.66 
0.57 
0.5 
0.44 
0.38 
0.33 
0.29 
0.25 
0.22 
0.19 
0.16 
0.14 
0.125 
0.11 

0.095 
0.082 
0.072 
0.063 
0.054 
0.047 
0.041 
0.036 
0.031 
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Appendix B: Compiled Data 

Table B-1: ACGrn Parameters for Noise Dosimeters 66 

Table B-2: OSHA Parameters for Noise Dosimeters 66 

Table B-3: RTA Parameters 66 

Table B-4: Calibration Data for Real-Time Analyzers 67 

Table B-5: Calibration Data for Noise Dosimeters 68 
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Table B-1. Noise dosimeter parameters using ACGIH guidelines 
for 26-Jun-08; 27-Jun-08; 30-Jun-08 

Category Setting 

Response Fast 

Frequency Weighting A 

Threshold 40 dB 

Exchange Rate 3dB 

Criterion Level 85dBA 

Table B-2. Noise dosimeter parameters using OSHA guidelines 
for 19-Aug; 20-Aug; 28-Aug; 19-5ep; 2-0ct 

Category Setting 

Response Slow 

Frequency Weighting A 

Threshold 80 dB 

Exchange Rate 5 dB 

Criterion Level 90dBA 

Table B-3. Quest and Larson Davis Real-time analyzer parameters. 
Category Setting 

Response Fast 

Frequency Weighting Flat 

Threshold 

Exchange Rate 3dB 

Criterion Level 
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Table B-4. Calibration data for Real-Time Analyzers. 

Sample Date RTA Pre-Calibration Post-Calibration 

26-Jun-08 

Quest 114.0 114.0 

Larson Davis 114.0 114.0 

27-Jun-08 

Quest 114.0 114.0 

Larson Davis 114.0 114.0 

19-Aug-08 

Larson Davis 113.9 114.0 

20-Aug-08 

Larson Davis 114.0 114.1 

28-Aug-08 

Larson Davis 114.1 114.1 

19-5ep-08 

Larson Davis 114.1 114.2 

2-0ct-08 

Larson Davis 114.0 114.3 
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Table B-5. Calibration data for noise dosimeters. 

Sample Date Instrument Pre-Calibration Post-Calibration 
26·Jun-08 

1-8 114.0 113.8 

2-35008 114.0 114.2 

1-9 114.0 113.8 

2-13 114.0 114.2 

1-10 114.0 113.7 

2-10 114.0 114.0 

27-Jun-08 
1-8 114.0 114.2 

2-35008 114.0 114.0 
1-9 114.0 114.2 
2-13 114.0 114.0 
1-10 114.0 114.1 
2-10 114.0 114.0 

30-Jun-08 
1-8 114.0 114.1 
2-35008 114.0 114.0 
1-9 114.0 114.0 
2-13 114.0 113.8 
1-10 114.0 114.0 
2-10 114.0 114.0 

19-Aug-08 
1-9 113.9 114.0 
2-13 114.0 114.0 

20-Aug-08 
1-9 114.0 114.1 
2-13 114.0 114.0 

28-Aug-08 
1-9 114.0 114.0 
2-13 114.1 114.1 

19-5ep-08 
1-9 114.1 113.9 
2-13 114.0 113.9 

2·0ct-08 
1-9 114.0 114.2 
2-13 114.1 114.0 
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Appendix C: Larson Davis Sound-Pressure Levels per Workshift 

Table C-I: Larson Davis Sound-Pressure Level for August 19, 2008 70 

Table C-2: Larson Davis Sound-Pressure Level for August 20,2008 70 

Table C-3: Larson Davis Sound-Pressure Level for August 28, 2008 71 

Table C-4: Larson Davis Sound-Pressure Level for September 19, 2008 71 

Table C-5: Larson Davis Sound-Pressure Level for October 2,2008 72 

Table C-6: Quest Sound-Pressure Level for June 26, 2008 72 

Table C-7: Quest Sound-Pressure Level for June 27, 2008 73 
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Figure Col. Noise pattern observed for each frequency band, dashed line represents SPL 
exceeding ACGrn ceiling limit of 105 dB. 

Figure C-2. Noise pattern observed for each frequency band, dashed line represents SPL 
exceeding ACGrn ceiling limit of 105 dB. 
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Figure C-3. Noise pattern observed for each frequency band, dashed line represents SPL 
exceeding ACGIH ceiling limit of 105 dB. 
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Figure C-4. Noise pattern observed for each frequency band, dashed line represents SPL 
exceeding ACGIH ceiling limit of 105 dB. 
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Figure C-6. Noise pattern observed for each frequency band, dashed line represents SPL 
exceeding ACOrn ceiling limit of 105 dB. 
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Appendix D: Correlation Graphs of Type 1 and Type 2 Dosimeters 
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Appendix E: Pictures of Welded Components
 

Table E-I: Cover Manifold Manufactured August 19, 2008 83
 

Table E-2: Dispensing Head Manufactured August 20, 2008 83
 

Table E-3: Port Housing Cover Manufactured August 28, 2008 83
 

Table E-4: Base Exhalation Manufactured September 19, 2008 84
 

Table E-5: Filter Head Assembly Manufactured October 2,2008 84
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Figure E-J. Cover manifold (plastic to plastic) welded on 19 August, 2008. 

Figure E-2. Dispensing head (plastic to plastic) welded on 20 August, 2008. 

Figure £-3. Port housing cover (metal to plastic) welded on 28 August, 2008. 
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Figure £-4. Base exhalation (plastic on plastic) welded on 19 September, 2008. 

Figure £-5. Filter head as embly (plastic on plastic) welded 2 October, 2008. 
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Appendix F: ACGrn Copyright Permission 

/1/' ,," m",0" M@1330KemperMeedOWDrlVI.ClndnnatI.OH45240-4148'USA 
~ Phone: 51:H42-2020. Fo" .,3-742·3355 
'"rp E·Mall: rnall@acgih.org • httD:!/'W'wW.acglh,org
 
:
 

"'~~~'_/ Defining the Science ofOccup<ltionaf and Environmental Health' 

Novewber 20, 2008 

Kaprice r. Knaup
 
Risk Control Gradr.,te Studeot
 
l7niversity of Wisconsill-Stont
 
kuaupktr1':llWStout.edn
 

Dear !Vis, Knaup: 

We are in receipt ofyourre<juest dated November 14, 2008 to reproduce Table 1 (page 122) and 
Table 1 (page 124) from the :008 TLVs' and BEls' Book. It is ourunder'tlUldin~ that you 
would like to reproduce the tables in your dissertation Determining tlte EfftCOCl' of Various Noise 
~\lefeTJ 10 D("ec! CJ7tTn.'iOlJ1ld ar COli/pmI')' J:17. 

Penn:lssiou is £tffinted. for a one-time nse provided that the repl'Oductious are accompanied by the 
following: stflfellleul: 

"FrOlu ACGrn', 2008 TLVs' amt BEls' Book. COjJ)ligllt 2008, Reprinted with 
penniSSiOll."' 

Enclosed herewith is the ACG[H~' Start''1JJeul ofPos;tfo" Regarding the TIl's· Gild 8£181:. It 
provides infonnation 011 the proper use of the TLVsg and we stron~ly eocol\ra~e )'01\ to include 
this Stalellleut in your dissenatioll. 

ACGIH· is a not-far-profit associntioll dedicated to defini.ng the .science of occupational and
 
euVirOWllelltal health. The TIPs' Dud REIst; Book reflects om commitment to this Q;oal. Thank
 
you for your interest in ACGIH' . We are pleased to be of sel"ice to yon. ~
 

Sincerely. 

, ) i' '. ' ''';<-.(1:' v' {;,~, ....
 
"' ,I '
 
Rita L Williams
 
COlIUI11m.iCf1tions. I:vlanap:er
 

mailto:0"M@1330KemperMeedOWDrlVI.ClndnnatI.OH45240-4148'USA
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Appendix G: ACGIH Statement of Position 

\ 

Defining the Science of Occupationlf/lfnd Environmental Health' 

ACGIH'" Statement of Position Regarding the TLVs'" and BEls" 

The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH~) is a private not-for-profrt, 
nongovernmental corporation whose members are industrial hygienists or other occupational health and 
safety professionals dedicated to promoting health and safety within the workpiace, ACGIH" is a scientific 
association, ACGIH" is not a standards setting body, As a scientific organization, it has established 
committees that review the existing published, peer-reviewed scientific literature, ACGIH" publishes 
guidelines known as Threshold Limit Values (TLVs") and Biological Exposure Indices (BEls~) for use by 
industrial hygienists in making decisions regarding safe levels of exposure to various chemical and 
physical agents found in the workplace, In using these gUidelines. industrial hygienists are cauUoned that 
the TlVs· and BEls· are only one of multiple factors to be considered In evaluating specific workplace 
situations and conditions. 

Each year ACGIH· publishes its TlVs· and BEls· in a~. In the introducUon to the book, ACGIH" 
states that the TLVs· and BEls' are guidelines to be used by professionals trained in the practice of 
industrial hygiene. The TLVs· and BEls· are not designed to be used as standards. Nevertheless, 
ACGIH· is aware that in certain instances the TLVs· and the BEls' are used as standards by national, 
state, or local governments. 

Govemmental bodies establish public health standards based on statutory and legal frameworks that 
indude definitions and criteria concerning the approach to be used in assessing and managing Iisk. In 
most instances, govemmental bodies that set workplace health and safety standards are required to 
evaluate health effects. economic and technical feasibility, and the availability of acceptable methods to 
determine compliance. 

ACGIH· TlVs' and BEls· are not consensus standards. Voluntary consensus standards are developed or 
adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies. The consensus standards process involves 
canvassing the opinions. views and positions of all interested parties and then developing a consensus 
posiUon that is acceptable to these parties. While the process used to develop a TLV" or BEl" includes 
public notice and requests for all available and relevant scientific data. the TLV" or BEl" does not 
represent a consensus position that addresses all issues raised by all interested parties (e.g.. issues of 
technical or economic feasibility). The TlVs· and BEls· represent a scientific opinion based on a review of 
existing peer-reviewed scientific literature by committees of experts in public health and related sciences. 

ACGIH· TlVs· and BEls' are health-based values. ACGIH· TLVs· and BEls· are established by 
committees that review existing published and peer-reviewed literature in various scientific disciplines 
(e.g., industrial hygiene, toxicology. occupational medicine, and epidemiology). Based on the available 
information, ACGIH· formulates a conclusion on the level of exposure that the typical worker can 
experience without adverse health effects. The TlVs· and BEls· represent condiUons under which 
ACGIH· believes that nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed without adverse health effects. They 
are not fine lines between safe and dangerous exposures, nOf are they a relative Index of toxicology. The 
TLVs· and BEls· are not quantitative estimates of risk at dtfferent exposure levels or by dtfferent routes of 
exposure. 

Since ACGIH" TlVs" and BEis' are based solely on health factors. there is no consideroUon given to 
economic or technical feasibility, Regulatory agencies should not assume that it is economically or 
technically feasible for an industry or employer to meet TLVs· or BEls·. Similarly, although there are 
usually valid methods to measure workplace exposures at TLVs· and BEls·, there can be instances 
where such reliable test methods have not yet been validated. Obviously, such a situation can create 
major enforcement difficulties ~ a TLV" or BEl· was adopted as a standard. 
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ACGIH" does not believe that TLVs" and BEls" should be adopted as standards without lull compl;ance 
wth applicable regulatory procedures Includlni an analysis or other factors necessary to make appropriate 
risk management decisions. However, ACGIH does believe that regulatory bedies should consider TLVs" 
or BEls" as valuable input into the risk characterizaton process (hazard identification, dose-response 
reiationships, and exposure assessment). Regulatory bodies should view TLVs" and BEls" as an 
expression or scientific opinion. 

ACGIH" is proud of the scientists and the many members who volunteer their time to work on the TLI/" 
and BEI~ Committees. These experts develop written Documentation that indude an expression of 
scientific opinion and a description of the basis, raticnale, and limitations of the conclusions reached by 
ACGIH". The Documentation provides a comprehensive list and analysis of ali the major published peer
reviewed studies that ACGIH" relied upon In fonnulating its scientific opinion, Regulatory agencies dealing 
wth hazards addressed by a TLvt or BEl" should ootain a copy of the lui' wr,tten DOCUMentation for the 
TLV" or BEl". A1Y use or a TLv" or BEl" in a regulatory context should include a carelu' evaluation of the 
information in the written Documentation and consideration of all other factors as required by the statutes 
which govern the regulatory process of the governmental body involved. 

•	 ACGIH' is a not-far-profit scientmc association. 

•	 ACGIH' proposes guidelines known as TLVs" and BEls" lor use by industrial hygienists in 
ma/Cng dedsions regarding safe levels of exposure to various hazands found in the workplace. 

•	 ACGIH'is not a standards setting body. 

•	 RegUlatory bodies should view TL Vs'" and BEls" as an expression ofscient/nc opinion. 

•	 TLVs" end BEls" are not consensus standards. 

•	 ACGIH' TLVs" and BEls· are based SOlely on health factors; there i. no consideration given to 
economic or technical feasibility. RegUlatory Bjencies should not assume that it is econorricalfy or 
technical/y feasible to meet established TL Vs or BEls". 

•	 ACGIH' believes t,~at TLVs" and BEls" should NOT be adopted as standands without an analysis 
of other factors necessary to make appropriate risk management decisions. 

•	 TL Vs" and BEls" can provide valuable input into the risk characterization process. Regulatary 
agencies dealing with hazands addressed by a TL y4J or BE~ should review the ful/written 
Documentation for the numerical TL v" or BEt'. ___, .__ , ' '__,_."_'__"' '__' _ __J 

ACGJI-f Is pub/idling mis Sratemert ;n order to assist tlGGJtr memDers, go"tmm~nr rtgulJrors. and IndUSlry groups In underSlandl~ me 
biislS iXId IimitalON of me TL Vs* C¥Jd BEls* Whe,1 used In a regulatory contert TI'iS StJtement was adopted b( the ACG/f-IJ Board of 
VI,-eCfaS Of' Marcfl 1, :lUU:/. 
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Appendix H: American Industrial Hygiene Association Copyright Pennission 

.:/ AIHA
 
I'rotccting Worker Hcalth 

November 21,2008 

Kaprice J. Knaup 
Risk Control Graduate Student 
University of Wisconsin-Stout 

Dear Kaprice, 

This letter is in response to your request to use Figure 4.1 (cross-sectional view of the human 
ear) from The Noise Manual. Revised 5th edition in your dissertation, "Detennining the Efficacy 
of Various Noise Meters to Detect Ultrasound at Company XYZ:' 

AIHA grants this request providing the figure is not modified in any way. Please also make sure to 
provide the following credit line with the infonnation as it is used: "Used with pennission of the 
American Industrial Hygiene Association (2008)." 

Thank you for your interest and if you have any further questions, please don't hesitate to give 
me a call. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Robert 
Manager, Product Development 
American Industrial Hygiene Association 
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Appendix I: Industrial Acoustics Company Copyright Permission 

TO: KAPRICE KNAUP 

FROM: MAUREEN GillSON 

SUBJECT: PREMISSION 0'1' USE COPYRIGHT MATERIAL 

DATE: NOVEMBER 17, ZOO8 

Dear Kaprice, 

We are pleased to provide you permission to use the drawing on page C-3 in Industrial Acoustics Company's 

Noise Control &je"nce Handbook (1989). 

Thank you for including IAC in your dissertation. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Gibson 
Assistant to the President & General Manager 
Industrial Acoustics Company, Inc. 
mgibson@industrialacoustics.com 
(718) 430-4524 
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Appendix J: Quest Technologies, Inc. Copyright Permission 

From: lim Banach (lBanach@quest-technologies.com] Sent: Mon 121812008 2:22 PM 

To: Knaup, Kaprice I 

Cc: 

Subject: Authorization to reproduce graphics from the Quest Product Manual 

Attachments: 

To: Kaprice Knaup 

From: Jim Banach 
Executive Vice President 
Quest Technologies, a 3M company 

Regarding your request to reproduce drawings from a Quest product manual for use in your dissertation, 
please accept this as such approval. Please give appropriate reference and credit to the applicable Quest 
product manual. 
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Appendix K: OW-Stout Protection of Human Subjects in Research Fonn 
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Signature: _ 
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e-mad addrf:n-: SIgll3run: _ 

For srud(l11u' 
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~C"uth Ad"uor: Hav~ youcompl~t~dl."'W'.Slout's Human Sub:Jtt1S TraUung~ Yeos ~ NoD. 

_ 

RLmlndn: You must ha\"t complrtN ~ nrw trairung :tftet-lanU3l)' 1. 1007. 

SpoDsor (FundWj: 3p:~DCy.lhppW:2ble): 

Is tbls proJftt b.tag SDMlortf'd b,· F.d.nl fundiDc? YH t8J );0 D 

You muH ant.-tr aU of Ihf loDowiaa q~liob' (Omplflfl)' and attacb all r.qulrfll lorDu. 

1.	 Dt'~cn~ the propo~ Riearchacrn,iry 5.t3tUl@theobJ«rivf:s, Significance, md drtaued methodology (.3ppt'oxiJn.arely 250-500 
'word!;_ descnptJOIl'\o au 10 b~ '~~Il Ul furw-~ tnne). 
ObjKfin<j: 

1) To determine the range of sound~ressureleval exposures experienced by workeno using ultrasonic equipment as
 

"""'sured by Type 1 Bnd Type 2 noise dosimeters.
 

2) To compare the 50und-pressure level measurements from the Type 1 alld Type 2 noise dosmeters to CU~nI
 

OS HA regulations and ACGIH guidelines.
 

3) To delermJne Kthe use of 50Und enclosures Is efIectIvo In reducing ul!I&sonlc noise Ievols durtng the operaUon 01
 

u/tnlsonlc welders.
 

4) To determine If the efTect of ultrasonic sotJnd Is dependent on the type; or components being welded. 
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5) To delennlne K the ollef8lor> 01 ultrasonic welder> a' Company XYZ have experienced hearing km Dr adverse 

health effects due to allborne uttrasonlc noise.
 
SqomClDce:
 

This study provided Information on employee noise exposure dUling the use of uttrasonlc welders. assessed the 

adequacy for the oment monltol1ng protocol for evaluating the work environment. and explored the use of sound 

enclosures to minimize worker exposure 10 uttrasonlc noise. 

Det,Utd :\1..,bodol0tJ: 

1. PIa<e Type 1 and Type 2 noise doslmeletS microphones adjacenllo each other and meauSle and log, alone

second Intervals, the: personal tull-shtn exposures of emptoyees dlJt1ng manufacturing using an ultJ85Clf1lc wekler. 

2. Use a ReaJ.-time Analyzer to me8S1lJfe and log, at one-second IlltervuLs. the thlrd-octave sound pressure levels at the 

doslmter mlaophone posttIcn. 

3. Collect 5tull shill $01S 01 data 

4. Mer the sound cQf1talnment devfce has been Installed on the ultrasonic welders, repea1 seeps 1 Ihru 3. 

5. Compare !he Type 1 and Type 2 SOOlnd Inlensltin using SllJdenl'sl-Tesllor paired data. 

6. Compute the aver.age soun<!-pressure level. Leq. experienced by each employee for each dosimeter. Presenl the 

range of eXJX)sures using desalpdYe statl5Ucs. 

7. Evaluate the employee exposures wtth resped. 01 the OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits regulations and the ACGIH 

Threshold Limit Value recommendations, 

Is thh UIIJurcb? 
(a) I~ yOI1l aeti...'lfy llllt'ndcd for pubhc dlut'mmatlon'? Ye\!lSI No 0 
(b) Can It fof'asOI13blybe generahud bryond the les.earch umple~ Yes ~ No 0 

If )'OU .nl.....ed DO to tlwow two qU,"*iObl-. do Dot coutiaup 'Mitb fhi, form. Slop bp" aDd 'Iubmit lorm, 
3, Does younesea:rchw\'ol\"e bumac ~ubjetf(;'Ofoffi.clallreconl,l;aboulhuman'iubje(n? Yeti [EJ :So 0 
[( )'I'~. cODtinu.lfJtb Ibis form. "8<1. ~Iop h.I'. aDd 'iubmJl form, 

.a	 Are )"ou uqunting exrmptlM &om IRS frI"rv,' mu~ o£t11t' ftdnaJly appro\-rdca,trgone-to'! Ifye\, p~a-'!oe ~rereuce OHRP 
website hUp:/;IDYW hb~ eDy Qbrpfhumansubjrc!>/juirlaofP,'.!"icfr..!.6 htm¢46 101 wei wlt-<:I category Hut apphe\ and cont~ 

'\\'lth foem, I1DO. c(tDlmu. mth QUl'lill(tD #4 r'ludint Human Subj.rn TnilliDl. 

0(1) I<; )""our rtstarch conducttd io olabfu,hcd or comnlon]y accepcN educaa0ll.1l1 ~ttinr:'J. lm'ohug nornW education 
pnctlCe.s.: 

D (2/3) ~ YOUl'ce~ueh ul\.'ol\ing tf1l. USot of edutltional U$I'. '\lr\'ey pl'OoeMUft,L inrm,ew procedures. or OMK'\"3tion of 
public bthanor, AND idenllf)ing i.nform.ahon \\1.1I nol beo colll'cl~? o (4) h yOtlf rnt-arch 1nvoh"inJ [be collectlon or stud)' of ('li'tmlZ dara. dOCUllrDt'i, records. Of padIologrcaJ (lC waiDJ,Ostlc 
~p«~? 

D (5) Is your reloof'.3('b m"oh'mg \tudymg, n-aluatwg. Of t'xawIDin, pubL.c benefit OT ~-Ke program ~ .ASD conducted. thcoush 
a fMual asesw:y?

D (6) !(,. your r~3'ch Lo\'oh:Ulg t3l;fe and food quiliry e\-;aJw,llon or CORtumer acceptaoce s.rndieo.;? 

S.	 HUIDoiW .subJccu IRuung mWot bc cowplcrcd prior 10 ti1Wg Ws form.. Ha\'C you complcted UW -Sro'ufi Humao. SubJccu TrailWl, 
(http:/.'w\v\\',u\\'stouudu..'n.:hstr.liningiimlt:a,htw)~ Yc,!2I No D 

6.	 Please note: that t('\c31ch cannot brginlWhl Ilus project ha' brc:u3ppro\'rd by tbt IRB. Wbro lllJ r1lt' dit3 collectlon for dIe 
:re.!oearc:h fnltmded 10 brgin;md end? .\ouru!';1 ~01h108 10 Octobu/(JB (tt11t'1: tllfJolh"year) 

7.	 C'an thr nWJectlo be idenh6of'd duectly or through any t)'P' of adeuhfien? Yes t8:I No 0 Ifyes, plc3\ot'c~laUL 
Tb. "suite;, oClhl.. 'Iud)' u. pari of tb. UIIIplD~'"'"OSHA rt>C'ol'd~ wi... lb. fompaDy, 

S.	 Speeu! pncautiO[l§; mmt be inclu.ded in your fe$lt2tcb pt'ocedurn af ~)' oftJu.l.e 'ptClal populallons Of" re!>e3t'Ch U'C:3<:. Mile 

u>dud<d. 
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Are any of tM s;JbJtC:s: Joe!i the resea:cb ita.: wuh quts:::tons ,:oncerring:
 
(:I) minCH (:.uldl'l" lS}'fQf!Oofap)'? Yeo:. D No~ ':a) GfK'J.U beID"lcr..? Yr-o D :No ~
 

(:ClDieD.t fom parent &: su1ject r~=lwr~d) ',b) d'Ul! use'! res Ii :"0 IX]
 
(b) kpll,.. inco:D;>ctcnt'? Yes D No~ (c) illegal ccndCC1'? Yes D ~o rzI 
(c) pmaltn? Yeft 0 No~ (d) u,.olalcobol' Yes D ~o IXI
 
(C:) pn:p.aot WCWCll.. iI afb:rcd Yc~ D No~
 

l::y the ~s.~:arcb"
 

(t:) w').lituut:wuro?
 
(f)	 rnenn.l1yiJlc:apa:ltalrd! 

~.	 Vohmtary paIticipatiiJD/cO:l'ient form: 
r:xJ«~d ~:.lQbe! OfPW.lUpaub Thh ".d)" h brine cODdudfd •• ~D'lan colapliaau nita OSIl.o\. n'platiOD'l. 
'PArtidll3rion h .a tnniliHon nf ....pl.[)~·nHlt....d all; Il;w('h ill; nnr Tolunbllry. 

T>fo"CT"ihr tht' tnt'thnci:
 
(a:' for se1«nng ~ubjecn.
 

Whorn~y~r 15 uptSillhy the ullrasuric w~lcJt:f i:lllJle dale i1:U1d lirle I will be cluing nulse IntJrlllullJlf::I 

(:» for ::l;~llingtb~ th~ir p:uTicip~tioD.1'" \'olont::wy. If ",ubj~ts. 3rr c:uI.dren :and th~·:ate C1J»OU. of ::l~"eot, they :nLl..' gf\'e thflJ 
peur.i!:sion, along wi:b that oftt~:r parm. guarc.im, or 3l1thcrized rtpresm:.l:1n )iOT:E: A s.chocl mitict C3.D.:lor giw 
P~fD:.lSliiioD or coumt on hhalfof minor children 

10,	 :'IOC~':turr~ Ue!£lib~ how subl~cn; will be Ill·..ch'~d LD der.li1. 
Tb ,..ortn-1 Dt Compon,' :XYZ will b~ "·~.TiD; T:HW]1100 Typ~2 noh~ do,imthon micropbonu rOl' thf'ir nO-dull'. 

:ftlr !ttud,,..:
 
(~) ;"-:('h.,... &Ic"t' or mlc;lnd;ne lIlfom1::l1'il",n tn \lIhjll"1"tc; or
 
(b)	 "'lllliuloh w(U1llJdI1VU 's\ill.a lhal ilim wfJuued l.'UIJ!l.t:':.l1 w.i~LI1Jt:' ~UC'!M1UIJt:'d.. 01 

(t) Ql5.t, Jr0ce<hreoi del;1SDed to mcd:fy tWo ~S. :ltb.tudf'fO. fteUn£!ro. oc other :U~ oftht bdu\'1or ofthe- l5.ubJtctli. 
~cnbt the raticrnle for thn. tow the b'"JlW.n !.utjec:!. "iU be Ihotecred ~ Wh2J :lC'bntf.ll.~ "JfOcedures )'OU will Uie. 

11.	 Sj)cqaJ pttClllti0g p;mt bs- ;pduGd lQ3W mra;cMrocsd,u;:!t if YO'I 1(£ 49mg an ontos- )1.IJ'\"eY 

Are you dOlIli a:1 Jnlmt 5l.1o""\.-ey'? Yei NJ 
If 'Il!). pJ1l!4)t' ilJI'S"ll!r lin' lulluMwlliutt"!ltiua'lt. If uu, pl"iI'St! ~kip lo Uu' !1ulljl>...lJ.ull. 

(a) Will ,1JUI' strve" 1e\u1n be poned o:l 3. webs.iIe that cewd be accet;\t:l by mdhiilua:5 mher than the Ulvet;:iga:ort;?
 
Y•• C :-l, D
 

(b) Doe!i- the URI.. for the !;:lIVey include m:"0C'DUJti0J:. tb.at could ideo.tlfr illdi\..du.al'i, such :J!i- Q, 'Audrnt m'" 
Ye, c:: :-1, D 

(I") ~ yOIl Y'ni 011l:ln t'm::llil in.,rine: 'lLl-tjll"rtc; t" '~('J1!fl;"." thto ~ltn·tJ·'
 

WI] )"ouplac.c illoftltt C"Jna11acLd.rt~~~ .nthc"'bc.c"lWe" y~ 0 1'00
 
WLl you mn the ""'re-.lC teC~pf' fuucucD. t\lfUd o~ Ye'O .J 1'0U
 

(d) Ifyour sun'e)" contaw q'.1Csticm ,,·"«eo the s.ubJtccs chcose from 3. dcop.do"'n mew, do tl:.ey i3w 1he opion to choo!If'-':a.c 
rt!.pQD.ie . OJ to le3.\'e the ques.tian blank'!
 

Ycs C s~ 0 No dcop·do""11 qucnLon, 0
 

If in qllution ~1I. "ou .Dswned ",,,,,s" '0 qurs.tion (.) 01" (b), 01 it:,"ou .D.ll"'I'I'eoud. ...0.... qDeodioD (c) 01 (d.i~ pAtoUfO .ddrn~ your 
1'P3Il;On«() wh,.n ('ompIPtil1l qU,.Il;H6n #12+ 

12.	 Cont1c~t2lit}·; ~~:ribe the me1hock [0 be U'\~d :0 e11Uueo the cOJ:lfidemiahty e-f data obt:ai.oed, 
The (de-utit)" of rhE employH'i 'Rill DOt be- iBdudpd in tlte- thESis. 
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13.	 R.ub: Dt$.en~ tbt nw to rht ..ubJ«t\:and tht prec,;urioru. that \\,11 bt ~ to 1DlNmiu: rht1D. (RU.k ~ludK ~ypotenru.1 <lr 
xtwl physical nu ofdiscomfort. ma'5IDl1'It, mnSlOD ofpf1\'3cy. m1: of phyucal utmty. mk to dIgnuy :md ~lf-r!t;pect. ~d 

psychologlctll, ~OtJODJI. orbrh:n"ion.1 riSl.-) Also, address JIl:!>' procrmurs rh.3c might be difIuen.t from \lim! i~ commonly 
C'\labhlhrd p!.3.ctice for reieuch of tlu! t)'))C'. 

Tllh ltQd~' is pari .r lb••1Dplo~-H's lIornu.1 \'fork. eD\-u·.amnl Illd d04l' .DOl pnwot aDy .dcUrJooal rbbl. 

14.	 Bencfitr.: De~be the bmtfir.. to subject'.i M,VOI &OC1C'fy. (T'hr:&t wtll be balaoced again."it rL'.iok.) 
TWs stlld~' n1U pro\1dt IDlorml.t1on on rmplo'"tf" Dol5f UpO"5l1rt dorin:;. tbt 115' o. uUr.nomr "'·rld,n. as~, fbI' ..df"QIlI.r~.. 
roJ' thlo t-WitDI moa.ltorlq: prolocol tor naluatiDl tbt \"ork tII\·iro.Dmtat. aad e-xpJou lbe o$t or 'oUlld tDtla$1ut'fi to 
mJlIim.1zeo "'orhr uposurI' to ulfra'oDlt DoLSt'. 

15.	 Atmehmtnts t<l tb.isfonu: (NO A.CTIO); \VILL BE TAKE): WITHOLT THE.I).E FORr,[S-) 

(~) Cou!Ot'Jltfonn(i). Form(li) Ghould wdudeltxpl:maTliOll ofpro«::edure!.:. mk. nft'gU2l"ds. freo.edom w ""thdu.w. coufi~tlal.ity. 

offer to :answer inqume~" rhird P3I'tY reCerrnl for eOQC«ns, and 51~ture Coul!r' .fthe subJem e311 bE' I~tlftt'd b~' 2Il;' meaDs). If 
the \-uney IS ~lriC1Ly WOll)iDlO1..ll. then 3 sigIUtme is 1]01 reqUlft'd). Sample commt furm\. C3D Ix found ~I 

!lIto: .'",,",Dr mntotU tdu in/docuwegt\icfoun doc 

(b) QutSrioM3In":Sun"C'y Jn~trumro{. The 1i:na1 \"t2"SlOD of thr QUC1olloM3iwSuru)'1Il-'jtrulDt"JII IllWot b~ atliilchc:d. Abo. i.f'lat 
stID-ry is being conductt:d \-nbaU". a copy of the introduclOl")' commentr. and sun't')" qut'ibon'io being asktd mu.s.t'br atlachtd 10 
ag\ form lfyow ,un~y wdudn focWt group qua-tiom. a complele ~(of~ quutiom ~d be anachtd_ For rcscarcl1 using 
3 publuhcdfputt-hilWd 1D.'ialWleDt a pbototop)' of lbe complete $urn,· will ,utlicc. 

(<<::) Prwt~d copy ofiM ti'W-Stout Human SubJKfs Traiw:na: Cttt:t.6.tl\hOD 

The projC"'Ct Ol" actl.\"]t)· d~nbed abo,-e WUSot adbrre to tM Umvus.ity·s policlt", and uUtttuti01lal J,J.litlr.lQCe "'Irb rhof' U.S. Dc-partmrnt 
ofHealtb and Human S~",i.«::e~ Rg.:ardmg the me ofhu:nun nlbjecH. UI11\~tfilty t~\,tl\' and appnn'al is r.q,wud. RElIDiDE:R: \'"OU 
ill" bl \-iolatlau o.r"·-Slout. l"\\' ~Y'CI.m. aDd r.dtralg,onnuDitot pclJjru.~ I' you ~D "OUI' stlld~' b.'on IRB appronlls 
obrata.fd. 

PrOJf"C IS th3r are not completed Wlthm Ont yt~ of the IRB appro''31 wlP'must be subr:mtt"td 3g;un_ Annual rlt\.'lf'\,\' aDd appro,"31 by Ihr 
IRB i5 reqUlCed. Projte:a thai art ck~ to bie acmpI from IRB re'\;cw hold exempT ST3Ius. forapn"iod of 5 rtm, unless. thtte 
art '.iolgndiclnt changes to 1't1t' proje-ct. 

IudUutlollA1 lledew BOilrd Adio.: 

___ Projt~ is tumpt from IRB re\;t\\, Wl&o!r C:ltt'gMy __. E~t'mptlOD holds for S ~'t:a.n 

ProJf"C I apprO\N through exped.I~ renew pnmded nnoor modi.fic:ihOl1~ lie' compliMrd.
 

ProJte:1 apprO\N through the full bow Kl'lr'W prOCe'!lS; Wit' ofmet1inl: _
 

Adduional infonuation is ~unlotd. Plta,<;t!Ott anachotd lmD11Ctiol15 and Iesubmit_
 

ProJecl DOt 2pprov~d II tlus tune.
 

Project do~ not mcludt human &ubjecb..
 

lnstItution:l1 h\i~w Board Chair Of .Des1gnl't Datt' 
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Appendix L: Branson 2000 dlaed Assembly System Brochure 

BRANSON
 
2000 SERIES 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

BrJ.l1son inuoJu,'C~ d'IC lOOOdlacd uhra.umic 
aMtmbl)' sym~ms. scning'l new stand.lTd for mC1"S 
opcr,uing in .he: di~lanc(', rime:. l'nergr. energy 
wmpcluanoll, M pC.lk power wd<ling lIIo<l('S. 
Mulriplc moJC"i JfC \';.lluahk fO( apillicarioru 
requiring a high lc"d of proa:~ control and weld 
qUilliry. 

[n J.dJirioll. the 2000d'.IcJ 'o/S1ems: Ie-aNn: 
BUlUon', P.lfClltt'J ampliru<lc slepping. 1l1C'§C 

~~[C'ms indudc the imprtm.-d liPS POWC'J ~upply 

module Wjdl BMllwn's pArented do~d loop dr· 

,"i'I)'. proviJing: C'nhill1(cd pt'rf(.rm,mcc, comi~· 

1C'IIe}', .m":! n:lia~jli~" 

11)(' lOOOd/J.crl indudcs.l nC'w UKJ intCTf.n:c 

..... ith;, 4·linc nCllum tluUrl'1o:C'n1 Jisplar de1igu<:\t 
tiJr ca:¥:' of U'o(' in 5('rUl', 011<131;011. And lrou[Jl('< 

_~hoo(j ng. llx ~'loIC'm ahu Iu.~ cnhAllcN dac. 
r.A('Qbili,~ lor (ullfi~'Ur.uion J.lld illf(,rm.u:iou ffiJ.lI· 

~~Rt. 

Tbe 200C1d/3t:d sptcnu .an: i\v.. ilablt: in 20 KHz. 
JO l.;H1.• ;JJ1d 40 kHL 'In\'' power 3upplic\ have 
ill(Te;l .....-d rowu QllfrU( tor both frcqut:nci~,; 20 
kHz unin ;Ire rJ.ted af 1100,2200, and 3.l00 
Wam; 30 kH" i~ J.yaiLaLle in 1,00 \X/am; J.Ild 40 

LHz .ue 'I\ail"ble in 400 and 800 Warn. 

nle lOOCkl/;K<I ~ptcnl is 
<Ie-~igncd for usc in 

m;umal, k"lni· 
J.uroln3lted, or 
fuUr auronut· 
cd environ· 
mt:nu. The 

acnu.ror ma~' Ix 
lnl.... uHe<l dire..:r1y ro" macJJine 

frame. wirll .. fixed ~upporr on .a (olumn ilnd 
hub. or a~;l sf<l.n<l·aloRc ~pfem 011" bil~, wilh 
~gonllmi..: lig!u.forl'e palm burtOI} lowi'..:he.\.. 

Ultrasonic 
Assembly 
Systems 

Cfnhanced 
Performance 

v' Weld by Distance 

Amplitude 
Stepping 

/Force 
Measurement 

,/Calibration 

Data 
ManO/1emen t 

Multiple 
Language Choices 

Applied 
Techno/ogles 

Group 

41 EJ.~le RllJ.d 
[);IRourr. C1' 
0(18 I3.-19l)1 

(20J) 7'J(.,..0)4") 

t'J.x l2()J) 796-98;\8 
enlail: info€'brAn
'il)llultr"$Qni..:~,l·om 

welding. staking. inst'rtion • swaging. forming. spot welding. degating • cuttmg & sealing 
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KEY FEATURES 

I\dlr: ittnu ill hluC' are unique: co the 2000JJaed 
!i)'!i(cnu. 

Ustr Interface/Process Controls 

UMr interba fc.aturing "-line Vlu;uum tluo~ 

R'SU'nt tvA diapby mJko :\('(Up. opt-cation, 
diagnostics. md rroubleshOOfing ~.uier.
 

I ms §ampliog ralt' of clara provid('!, \uptrior
 
ptrformance. UlfUii.!;relll.)', and 60('[ morro!. 

Muhiple welding IJIOdeI including ,h'lam".. (wllap.w md ..hsolu[<,). rinle". 
('n('(gr. peak p0.....-ec, and ground dt1C'([. DiJrolOCC' can Ix stt in in(tm1m~ of 
0.0001 inch. Enttgy ill sembk in IncreJn("ntJ orO. 1 joule. J~ f'lJ"'el l:".1n Ix- stt 

in illClt'ffiC'nts of 0.1 %. 

Force medsuremelll u.pabilitY-!oCt rr~"e[ f()(.::C' ••md JnC'dSlJre force' lor (on"
 

sistt"lIfY .md noubleshooring.
 

U~f'[ l."';llibrdtable fon:.e and pl't'!>SUJ't'.
 

ClntroUable wlocit)' providC'~ re~dour and gr.lpln of VdO,:iry for ()".:I,· mOlli
wring .md wdd ,:omiMcnq.
 

Amplitude Stepping - Braruon's patC'nted ful-rime PlOl..-a.\ conreol pro\"ide'
 
incr~ srrt'nb-rh, oonnol of fl;uh, reduaioJl of p.1rtkuLare. and k'ducro
 
k'sidual srrelo~.
 

Expaodt'd prOOtM l.'onrrollimil.~, iududillg disl.tn~... (;tb<;()lu[~ .l.ud ,·oll.l.p",·,
 
and rri~>er rangd, energy compenurion, pro\'idC' nlOU: l.'hoic('\ in ;\ppli'.1rion
 
k'rup. Toral coUaplie limits ue included tor weld or hold.
 

Expanded qu~iry Inoruroring linlilli to ide.urify both ~sWopeer" md "rejaT" p.ut\.
 

Buill-in digital .1mplirude «Inuol - tOr fine runing of airia.l dpplicariom.
 
lx-causc JITlputude b me molt importanr v:.lriable in ulrr~nic ,,'tIding. The
 
sclTing has a r<l.nb"C of 10% to 100%.
 

•	 Trut' 31ulII mt'toUgt'~ for ease of rroubla;hooring. v.-ith link~ to additional 
int()rm<ltioll. 

•	 StoIf.di3gJ1ostiu and monitoring - visual. <l.udible, and logic Output aldfllls. 

Ruilt·in frequenC)' 3nd memory bargraph diagno~ril.'s tOr simplified nou
bleshooting of me oonvC'rte'r/boo:>lerl hom stadt. 

•	 Norn-oI.lril4' .ton.ge of L)'dt' paramt't&!n. 

•	 Alum md cydt' counw", an: buih in tOr nac.king pn:a:luniom works via a rr.u 
time dol.:k. 

•	 Built-in ground dt'le« with Krub rime ro in,rt35e tooling and ,onve[[er lift 
in 'ut dl1t:1 K<l.1 applia.tiom. 

Choin' uf laltguilge for lllC'S.'>.J.gt djspla)' Jnd l'nmoul-English, French, 
(JermJn, Italian. or Sp.l.nlsh--for e~ of u~ in worldwide operariolls and mul
rilillguJI workphcc~. 

Sixtl'('n nalllC'dbll' preJ-l.'tl for e.l.~e of 'letUP and t:h~ngn)\"er of .l.l'plic.l.tiom. 

s.....eaable prctIiggering - indudin~ prmiggn by d,srance-. 

Printing apability - ProvilUs :l reeord for fururr .:omparnon oIJW validuion. 
Prinrout of Ia.~t 50 '},de wdd hinory. Powt'r, fn-quC'I)('Y. amplilude, dll;r:lllct", 
velocity. and lOre.. grdph5 can bt prinlt'd. Jnch14t~ drivC'rs fM ESOP .l.ud HPL 
ami ASCII our pur daf.l. 

•	 Password prott'ction feature for lock-ollt of unauThorLzcd proco' "Junges 
on'e the- equipnlenr is 'iot'l UI' for a ~ptcih( :lpplic<lti~lI. 

2000djaed 

Data alanagemt'nr - RS232 Soe!ial potr provided 
for rermil1a..1, CompuWeld. or ASCII •....dd dau. 
ASCII output dara lIuilable in ~:omma. space, 
and rab SoeI'ararN. forman 

Optjon~ lenninlll for east of serup and cyde 
infollTulion display. 

Power Supply 

lint' f load Reguilltion - Correct~ for ~-<![iarioJl.s 

due to power line fluauations and varying JOdd 
condition... through Branwn's patenlni do~+ 

loop amplirudt" control. Output dmplirude is 
maintained with a variarlon of only f. 2% with 
line volt~'t' flucruarion.< of± 1Mo, ~dn:lless of 
load. 1t cnSUk'J constant power in welding, and 
provido grC'ater weld ronsisrenq' and rcli:rbiliry. 

Autotunt' plus Menlory (ATlMl ~ Provides 
fully-automati' runing in a range of± 500 Hz 
centered around 19.9'50 kHz tQr 10 kHz horns. 
± 750 Hz cenrlered around 30 kHz for 30 kHz 
horns. and ± 1000 Hz dround 39.900 kHz for 
40 kHz horn~. ilnd SIDle'>' horn frequeuqr at thC' 
rnd of C':l\.·h wdd. 

Sd~,tablt" Sf:aning lUmp - Four sclecubJe U.lCl 

r.u~lO, 3'!i. 80, 105 milli",cond~o .1n-om
mooarC' ...umng ..-.haf:.lneristir~of;\ widC' rangt' of 
horm. Thi, feAlure nukC'~ it ed~ier to S{;)([ mort" 
dilli,ult honn or tltablC':i faS{er cyde r-d{("i. 

•	 Auro Serk automarically meoUurn \{d,k frequen. 
tyand SIOm. it in memor}'. I"ur ~la-lahlC' Auto 
Stek choi~·ts an: av.a..ilable: 
I, F..nenlaUy wim autonurion oonoullCT 
2.	 Dtoprn\ing "rest" ~wj({:h 

3.	 Bv onre/minute rimer ro tuck he.1ring. 
..:oolin.g. and orh.cr etfn:n 

4.	 .l\»r wdd seek. 
•	 Syslt'm Pror«:tkm Monitor (SPMl Five levels of 

power supply PlOtt'(:rion arr provided: 
I) pha.,ing. 2) ove-r volra~. 3) ovt"rcurrrllt, 4) 

ove-r relllptMIUre, md ~) power. The helleflr!l. of 
rhis circuirry are 10 avoid equipmenr t~IUIC'.\. .l.IId 
to provide gttarer 'NC'ld aLCUfdq and rt'pe'<ltabilil)'. 
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- . ... , 
900MA/AES 2ooOd/aed Benefits 

Po ....., ;',011,: .f~,,·rra,<.,J PoWC'I' inwL; 

1U kH:t· :lHK', 2lUI. ·mllu Wam :W kHz  Itlcr,";h-<,d to ; lIM,I, 2:!f.IlJ. :HCIU \t'Ub Hi"h"r ,1V:ulab:e 1.'10"";'( fx ~{« wdJ ..-..deo;, 
40 kHz - 700 Wml 4{) kH7. ~ iUCft;:!i(cd ((I <i00. X(<J Wartli H,ghe: r:>"'N":,'r 1\':aibbJe br t~rer weld Cf',:lt's 

W!.;H7 n,'w frei} vn( y, 1",00 \::"Hh H,gJy-· (l-'l....w n h~ ...l f...'IIII(' ......""'; 1''qU·lth 

"'pp1wsnor "ang." tor t~l'lr.I·(, r-1rt~. 

SilleiC :bt Vf dkpLtr fuudin<: v"F dis-ph.y •\be illfilfmniol'l .-j.;ible: casi(l Ktup 

Printing: aC:rup .lad s:r.g1c Ibe dJ.u. Prin.tin~ <xpanck..I sttup and slr:gk Iin~ dua usirt S<.'Np ;)00 Irouhlemooting 

f\JW,,, ~I.~t",. .and k.(;c: p.1?hs Pawu'. veloxitT. fon::::. (fC\.jl,cncv, .:uupJim.Je, E....'l.io:c u('ublu:wNiDg 
... 11.... Ji)cafll.-o;" .In.. Jl~ 

20 rl"t't<t~ Iti nJ.n"leJ.~k ~l;~r3 EI$C of Kt.JP 

Ilrt......~ .Lum limit!! Parr mOl1itoril'11! lilniu: ~llSP<·"t and n:jc;;;t EnJaaJlC\;d PJOQ;'~ moniflJfio::; 

Atmu 111~lascl AJ.lrnollnl .hun. m~6e.. wlrh ~?",(lfJ( >lIpp,r: .'.be IFClClfloC il'lmml~lon fur ~.uitr ttollbl..., 
n,pf'ml inJ-olln~ri(r. ""o:>n,,(!; :;'l!\l oon:«:tiw a.:.:cioa 

Oprior.:d :a.'l-~ltuJt n~rring R.II\I_II~ pltr:'n1ed amrJitu.:k st~r.@ In,;<.?.~ if~b .:,f ....~>Id... cUrlfwl of 8~> 

reJU(;Q'''''' of rlrtloClltu,,- r~u<:eJ residll.:d l/~k"'lS~"'. 

W'(>lt{"'y tli.;r:n.-.c' ~::ahwlnre, mlbl''it>! ni.r:.nrf' MlOlr. :*o<.olu"". [\,:bll..-.e. m'r Fnh.:lnr...l u... nf .... i~un .. ,. fllIlCfit--.l> <'llhUlC..-:1 
lm~hrl'lir' .11 ~ .i'''l'U< rr.~-..... nu,(ml 

u~r bee scttlJlf. rhru b,,,rt;lC(" Trir.tt:r h.)Jcr: scttillr; rhruu{'h inccrti:.~ Hdps Cl1sue wdJ <:on~i~t('n(;)' 

Muhi·WrJl du••'·11 soeeJ co.,:ml "inv:e-Hun ~'"n~pc(J \uwpl y<lth ,ChCJCW 10rk Easier to St't UI, caskr 1(1 JUtlUca::c [IdOl mUll 

Dij::.i.OII OI,I<1'1i,001.. \t"l'.ill? "d..•1lI~'; u[ 1(I, : OWII' Fi.:a.: luning uf uil.....l ...jJ~~iu.liuu~ 

.siJl~.~ 2(, ~H... ~(lll ...... lt~f f.r ,.,.11 POW':I' k....-c!,< f.lim:I1M<:' ,...-n;p ~1T015, fallt,:: ""dJ q.JC) 
"";rh lUI,Il:ihhu ';OI\I'\"[rH ....." ... r i1mpli:ul.:.': 

It: 'on:in,e; '-'f....'-Id t~".:, ,\JJjti~'l;J .....11 cat;', 

(tIdl 1t'. ture..' ;lnJ "x~~u': .:.t.Ii~m~i(ln. np<lhlllY SlIf"ijef. ~~n.:v ,tXluiIemaus l~.~.. FDA) 

, k ..r rnnfig":I.hl. pJ"' .... ,Fl, ..... rntNt f'll 1-flC1c O"'t l'n~llt"'nn7{",i rni'o.\ rhur 

tJu;(C ofIOl£f\JJ:.-;t f'.c m~~s'~',t ,U"pl..-n &.1.1 [lise of U':lC m wx!d-""id( opcutiOJlS ;u:.;f 
rrintnm ml'r.llIlgml \\'Mkpl:l.a'\. 

r.:i(c:n.,1 ~eti; .."tiuJ: of rr~."tl vi., rLe ,\10(( pltXlSl' ~r[up ;\nd limit,; ll11nulhlul"inc 
tl<--xihilil}' 

A:iCn d.tu uurpu( IUt"III;'L dna lou:i1g J.l,l guphi.l;; 

•	 Auronuttion inrerfac(" is a\'aiJab:e fot direc: 
h(l':>.c:u? witb PLC~ .lnd PC!. Requin:d "uearn:.
 
cion I/O', uc prO'll.dcd u:rctll:,;h d 24V DC log;..::
 
inrr+.wt'. ~ig(uk indllrt:-wl"lrt on, gr'n,..,~l :l:;ltrT.
 
.tnd externotJ rcsn hl'r('tn C":::re'~n;djy ~de·cf:l.hb 

plOtts ~fI:' "niJdhJr. Spfcrm withour ..1: J~ru.nJr
 

nJ,,}' h(" 'I?rr.url! n:l ~ ~jlTlrljlll'ti inrf'·~c(, "II ~
 

IILe. 

Actuator 

•	 [lOt .... (l1.tical o:n';;(I..kr ,T...:.nutn weld ·>Ji~:dr.n.:" 

,'n~hliot .....dJI;l~~ by ,lrCl.-.f.( p.ur roI1dp$e rmelr

..-h\-\lIl. (H:O J fiflllh.~d ::'11t 1100IgI.l[ lab~olurr).
 

Ilr\l..lurion uo rhe' :,lWJCC h 0.0001 ind:o
 

A IlJr....t' l"lU.·.Ju~t'r i'IU\'iJc:'> di';.lJlltClIiJlg; uf Cit 

Up:atnl(' Ingger JnJ. d.()WJi tho: Il;,e(" ro pr'l:t out I J
r..'1'(:": du.J. and :::!ilph~ f;,r rCr~11111af1" r,:n-luatiotl
 
Jlld r:oubl',;"lhoor:ne.
 

P,,'hUh.' rrJn~iuU't ;l':fur<l:cly monlror.; .me dj~pj.l>') .tir I'r('~· 

!Uf,' :md Jlo,..s .... ..-.:utc-n· and n.·f~.H'lbl~ lC'flia; or wdd t():~.e, 

•	 A 5iat;k 10 kHz ":OR\-..:rtcr i:. tLe;ed for all 20 kHz. pcM-ef supplie.. 
Tlis l:OOVC'm'r pmoces 20(t htJl~[ ourpuc amplindt for f.mer 
wtl,J~t'§. 

•	 ConVcolUr UJOIiDg • Coohllg ilit i. dirc.:rN. inro t)e' co.weltel 

Juriug C:JdJ Upt:rdl.q: ,,-dc:, 
fn."l.:> air C)iiad.:c 6ir.~s are a\·.lllable to, tJo=uer conrrol of damp 
lor(:~. Sins in.-:lude: I.;, ;;.'), 2.5, ~~.,), .tDd 3.15 illd:es. 

•	 CuSIOI11 sin);!"'-bJrn JlO\\'c~rltrol provides fOI mon 1I,xurare 1<.'t· 

tinr; d' l'-elccit)'fdoWiUpC:e.:!, lnd e.ui::-r rt...errill£ dJrinr, applio· 
tion cha~ovd". 

•	 Stroke i.dKaror 

Calibnll"Lk pln!lUW ~~ 

"HOI"n IlnYl.~ nllllllnn I"n~hll"~ r;l~ r-fh"mffinurl" a'ignmt"llf. 

2000d/aed 
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BRANSON
 
Mon uniu an; CE \X'nlfl.;m, and c.:omply w.rn. FCC ruJcs lJ\d fC'gului.on~ governing: [,JJjo ireSPECIFICATIONS 
q... ~~,.. inrerferem;e. Conr~(t BrUlloD, D:an"urr. fur inh::·'m.l:iLJI;. 

30:1.5 40:0.4 40iJ.82000d Po.." Su••1v 20,7.1 20:2.2 20'J.3 
l~lItl Wln:;tWQ \\-'am 2lU{1 WAns HJdWl1r.:~ 1IJU W.tts 80lJ \t'uo 

Lne' \'()lm~(': 

U .... tp\lt pt,.,....!: 

117VAC~ 117VAC· 117VAC' 117VAC'200·24{' V AC 200·240Y AC 
5(,/6(1 HJ'~ ]pb. 'i()/64] Hz. lph.. ~0I6(1 Hz, 1ph SON)·) Hz, lrh 

M~J'. (I'lTf"nt: 

50/60 H,. t.h. 50160 Hz. Il'h. 
1J llmffi Inn.14lm ~ 11;;X. l':'i!'\'I ~ rnJY. 17.1R' c. rr~'K. JO arnrl'i MU. fa :In' 'M' 

}-lEMA U-2Ml NEMA s..t:::.R NF..MA ;-ISn 
F'<;'("·l'r.nt.V' 

Rr'(,PI~t {'NlolireJ NF...\fA =;..Jsrt 'lEMA Lb·20R NEMAl-ZOR 
4() kH:r.20 Jcr{: 10kHz 20 lcH, .~lkHJ' 40L:Hl 

M.a• .....,ue r.l.ll:; SOo;pnl·· 

.\mhk.-nt cemp. :':;\n~: 41·1';1" F ('>)(1"0 

L~""II..J i..up.t~/LlUl.p"b; ':I'pia HA:t ""H.I~I"'; 44*."0 WlI,.,- I'D "u_IIIC,,,-tuJ 

..,11.5 acd2.0 on/J.O .n/3.2 
Ma>-:. dll.lT.p t(>I«l on 
Act".tor Model ""2.5 

;/0 lb.;. 

p;1rt (.v 100 p,id 
2 liJ .". 6oS>J lbs.IWJ~£. 11U Ibs. 

L96kN :!.B<J kN l.4HN6nN t.2kN 
690 kPa) 
Dvr;lln>C 'i_i:':'i Ih!. \-170 I,... 'i_6.\6 lilt.'Ij·44rllhf"'·14fl lnt. 

12.24 N·;Z.8':\ U." 'l.24 N-3.2.2 k f'.;'ici~ril)f" U:l~; 22.24-f>:23 N 22.14 N·l.';'f, kN122... N·t..2kN 
,,).J71) IT~ ~ r-,,:: _400 1"(
 

l;NlJq,,11 l;U~
 

nyr:lM.t F"~M". \·140 II'~': ~."'OI1Ihf:<-4"'01"f 
12.24 N·;'7f IJ I 22.241'-1.:8 LN 

Stll': . Ie. 
22.24--'J2J N 22.24 N--I.~ b.N 12.24 N·1.78 k.K 

4" ilOl 6 mill)• 
Clean tS mKton. filtered_I, .:11)'. r,on·llI~dcm:d .air u 100 psi (690 kPa.)I'neu:nanc rc'luirenh:r.r: 

• 2')l)·:!·H V AC >l;xKlr..d. .41; tfin·lfi•.nioNU nJ"!.d I'" ~"m!" ~'dl'''''1 'I?{-Ki, A:J .IinUN.S'{J"S~" "l'~MJi
 
•• Ap;>Ii.:.lliIX' J~p~nden(.
 

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
~ 1.e\'~ling finurr. h.1.\<,,·lTIOllnrM p.au' for hnmr'fm~lrt' aligr'lIll"flr.
 

~ Dump VlI~1l to: re;~ase of \:yh:ldn PI~Ul'C' for el.~e of~nup.
 

~ Sulid IlKl\lOI 1x1O&t"en
 

.. l.oll8"r coll1mm ~ .t,,' w 6'1t':1gth'
 

... J'rint.:.r wich cable Pljll::~ of serup alld cydt' i~or8'll1Clon for UlD1rl1n~n
 

allJ. r:oublethoc,rill::;. 

.. TC'rminJlI \With abk tor li<:rt'(n-<iri\'t'o ::Il'fll? 

~ Gro\lll(j .1:1(".... cable 

!.fa,,: ..f.a,.,/u tl.w!J;'" 'II~"'" r" flu ':>''''l"i'ilnj:wrns ,u•.I'I>,'!.h.."S ,./,.Ji m 4r-:aoko' in 
!J,"H;r.llj ,!_""uJg,TI.> u,,,,,' ...10 <C',,"'nI.I>. 

REGIONAL TECHNICAL CENTERS 

HadquuTCn: ToJ fr.::-: 88€~BUCJOI" (888-282·5646) 

!kscon; 781·?38·iH6a Fu· 781~9J5...(]5.:.'S 

Chk."<.lh.:l: lH I 1.1.") IJHOU Fn. tHI :!211 U~6: 

ArL.nu.: -; /+J·%1-11 11 Fa //~P~I6;.>Ji':':O 

Los~>d('.· fJ09_.\M·2080 Fu:' 909-.YJ~~2Q(,O 

rhllJ': 9""7·4:'4-9VR Fn:' ~7}-4R':'~'}fo);(1 

')-4R.-~9fJ.t)400 En: J4.'I·l~~q"~..:,..,\ 

S8;~('24-BOOO ru S85-G2-4-1 ..U;2 

Toronto. uudJ.. 90;·101·4(.)J Fu m~201-4G.J"7 

\{~):;C() C~· 

'Gro;Jpo Stn-i,J: 

2000d/aed 

WARRANTY 

The Bn:l>on 2l)!JU S('JIe~ daeJ Ulcr.uOlll' u~b1y 

')'stl'l"\ CJ rry II rhJ"J"r-yt'~r Wlfl",mry (1'1 rr;n-ri",l~ or 

"..crkm.l:nhlp. "ott. This W,uI.lO[)· 'l?plio l() equip. 
nlt'nl ?Un::h;u~ and OP:CJ:~ in r-Jcrtn Amt'Ji.::.1, ror 
"'-:ur:ant}' iofou!Urloll 00 lIni;) ?urdllit'd andl.::.r 
O~It:'.illcJ OUUkJ~ duo' u.~, l.OIl.au ,"OU, lul.oJ :CillC~ 

~cnWfl''-t'. 

(E 
()HV e-..lruo, Ine. ... 
•4,."."• •• •· .• •to gu· .. 
iii' , I .. 

ISO 9001 REGISTERED fiRM 

Branson Worldwide Headquarters 

41 E.)I. Ro.d. D.nb"')'. CT 00613-1961 
(203) 7!J€-{)H9 fA.X (200', 796-9030 

Emai: irfo(f(: B~ansonIJbs'SOnics.com 

www.&r:::lr~n Pl<1stcsJoin,C<lm 




